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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Perception theories and the design of materials for 

audio-visual teaching are currently receiving much emphasis 

in both professional educational and psychological journals 

as well as in the publications oriented toward the practicing 

artist and designer. The models and diagrammatic structures 

which appear in these articles are the theoretical represen-

tations of approaches to teaching and to perception in rela-

tion to materials prepared for teaching. Yet, materials 

intended for teaching purposes appear in numerous editions 

and publications without any indication of the soundness or 

logic of the approach to be utilized. While publication 

space does not normally permit the published defense or reason-

ing behind the approach to be utilized in the design or 

preparation of materials, well-prepared materials for art 

instruction should reflect the careful consideration of 

theories of perception and communication. 

Williams reflects this thought when she considers the 

relationship of the prepared teaching visual (any device 

such as a slide, film, filmstrip, poster, picture, graphic, 

or model intended to be seen) with the learning process and 

perception: 



Whether or not pictures used as teaching 
tools do contribute richly to the learning 
process depends upon how the teacher structures 
the learning situation. For instance, it is 
possible to structure the situation so that it 
requires any one of three responses: (1) recita-
tion of facts, (2) facsimile of what was presented, 
or (3) creative thinking (either alone or as active 
members of a cooperating group)—making extensive 
use of newly acquired facts and ideas in the 
process. 

The teacher who structures the situation in 
either of the first two ways will discover but few 
needs for pictures. In these classroom situations, 
emphasis is placed on knowing about things rather 

knowing them; or relating new information to 
the responses the child has learned to make rather 
than what he actually knows. The teacher is not 
much concerned about how the child "sees" things 
because she is so engrossed in telling him hoW he 
"should see" them or in having him tell her what 
the book says (19, p. 1). 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study is the relationship of per-

ception and a selected communication model to filmstrip 

design. 

Purposes of the Study 

The purposes of this study are to 

A. Develop criteria for examining a theory of com-

munication and perception with particular reference to the 

principles of good filmstrip design. 

B. Produce a logical rationale for the step-by-step 

development of a filmstrip for use in the college introductory 

art class. This rationale should be consistent with the 

criteria developed in (A) above. 



C. Produce a sample films trip on the subject of 

"Design—An Introduction.11 The filmstrip will be accompanied 

by a script and bibliographic material which will facilitate 

the use of the filmstrip by a teacher who is only vaguely 

familiar with the material. 

D. Analyze the filmstrip on the basis of the criteria 

which result from the development of a theory of visually-

oriented teaching which utilizes verbal means for additional 

amplification. Perception theories, a selected communication 

model, and aesthetic considerations will provide the basis 

for the development of the criteria. 

Criteria 

The following criteria are established for this study: 

A. Any communications model accepted or developed 

must account for the role of visual perception in the com-

munications process. The communications process is limited 

to two-dimensional visual media and aural or verbal amplifi-

cation. 

B. Such a model should contain a series of guidelines 

(criteria) for the development of an effective audio-visual 

communications process. 

C. The design of the final filmstrip should be such 

that it can be defended on both (1) the communication and 

perception model structure, and (2) the plastic elements of 

design such as line, form, space, texture, and color and the 

art principles such as balance, emphasis, and continuity 



(all of which have relatively standardized meaning to the 

artist and designer). 

D. The filmstrip should use language suitable for the 

audience for which it is intended. 

Variables 

Variables which may influence these criteria are the 

following: 

A. The translation of any three-dimensional object 

into two-dimensional visual will invariably increase the 

possibility of distortion in the communications process 

because of the larger variation of perceptions possible on 

the part of the viewer. 

B. Language in specialized areas will sometimes 

require explanation. Such specialized language (reduced to 

the minimum specialization for lay audiences) will reflect 

the subject emphasis rather than the audience emphasis. 

Limitation of the Study 

The introductory college art class for which the audio-

visual portion of this project is intended will strongly 

influence the final graphic result. The filmstrip and script 

are intended to be basic, and as such do not reflect a high 

level of sophistication. 



Definition of Terms 

Audio-explanation or aural amplification refers to any 

means of bringing sound to accompany the presentation of 

the filmstrip. This includes magnetic tape or wire record-

ings, phonographic recordings, verbal narrations, or instru-

mental or choral accompaniment. 

Haptic individuals experience an emotional empathy with 

the situation with which they are involved. To a lesser 

extent, they depend upon the sense of touch, the kinesthetic 

experience, to provide the subjective impressions of their 

environment. 

• Visual or optic individuals—sometimes called visualizers 

o r visually-minded persons—are those who perceive their 

environment from those subjective impressions received 

through their eyes. They do not depend upon their sense of 

touch to identify their environment. They are able to 

produce mental images in symbol, stylization, or iconic design. 

Non-visual thinking is a thinking process characterized 

primarily by emotional responses to a situation. 

Kinesthetic experience is an experience of perception 

related to the awareness or sensation of muscular strain or 

movement. It also refers to the immediate perceptions re-

lated to the sense of touch. 

Slides are those photographic transparencies capable of 

being projected onto a screen. They are produced in a number 

of sizes. However, the term is most frequently used in 



reference to transparencies measuring two by two inches on 

the external dimensions, and are usually produced on 35 mm. 

film. 

Filmstrips are comprised of a series of slides which 

exist on one strip of film instead of having been cut into 

individual slides. Each frame on a filmstrip is usually one 

half the size of a slide. 

Visuals are slides, films, filmstrips, posters, pictures, 

graphics, or models intended to be seen as teaching devices. 

Verbal amplification is limited to the presentation of 

additional data or explanation by the lecture method. 

Graphics are those fabricated visuals which have as 

their intent the communication of a message through symbols, 

stylized illustrations, or representational iconic design 

(see Fig. 1). The symbol is a graphic which can be simply 

L f- n f f . x 

Fig. 1—Symbol, stylization, and iconographic 

reproduced and has a reasonably standardized meaning. A word 

printed on a page is also a symbol. A stylization is a 

characterization, silhouette, or a cartoon form of 



communication. It is usually a form of exaggeration, though 

not necessarily so. An iconic representation is a realistic 

or photographic representation of a specific instance or 

scene. 

Idioplastic refers to the perception theory which re-

cruires that information be translated into visual schemata 

or symbols for transmission (symbol or stylization) is used). 

Physioplastic perception theory attempts to record 

accurately the experience with realistic or iconic design. 

It is difficult to deal with abstracts such as love, honor, 

or hate in the physioplastic manner. 

Transactional perception theory regards the total past 

experiences of the individual as controlling the perceptions 

of the present and the future. No experience in the present 

time is considered totally alone in the context of that 

experience; rather, it must be considered in the light of 

the experiences that preceded it. 

Review of the Literature 

Teaching is a communication process. It assumes that 

information, ideas, facts, concepts, precepts, or questions 

are (or may be) communicated from one individual to another. 

The awareness of the relationship between the teacher and 

the communications structure has produced considerable 

material on the problems of audio-communication. While the 

shortage of trained teachers competent in military subjects 
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gave strong emphasis to the use of tapes, films, and film-

strips for training purposes during the Second World War, it 

was not until the 19 50's that much articulation occurred con-

cerning the role of the visual in education. Perception, 

however, had been the concern of a number of researchers 

during the early part of the twentieth century. But until 

the publication of Research, Principles, and Practices in 

Visual Communication in 19 60 by the National Education 

Association (4), the professional literature had, by and 

large, continued to neglect by omission the basic relation-

ships between audio-visual communication and the perception 

process. 

Arnheim's (1; 3, p. v) concern with the relationship 

between perception and thought has led him to the conclusion 

that man's preoccupation with intellectual concepts and with 

words and numbers (symbols for communication) has led to the 

disparagement of sense perception. He points out that "our 

senses are not mere auxiliaries to the intellect; rather, 

visual thinking is a thinking operation in itself." Continuing 

this thought at a later date, Arnheim amplifies the relation-

ship between perception theory and audio-visual education 

itself: 

Visual education is based upon the knowledge 
that every picture is a statement. The picture 
does not present the object itself but a set of 
propositions about the object; or, if you prefer, 
it presents the object as a set of propositions. 
These propositions are stated in visual language 
(3, pp. 20-22) . 



On this premise the designer of audio-visual teaching devices 

or materials assumes that " . . . the world can present its 

inherent order to the' eye and that seeing consists in under-

standing this order" (10, pp. i-vii) . 

Metzger (14, pp. 16-26) is concerned with the impact of 

the visual environment upon the formation of visual awareness. 

He ". . . studies the relative importance of quality in the 

pictures upon which the children pattern their own visual 

explorations?" (10, p. v). His carefully documented evidence 

supports the idea that children who are exposed continually 

to images of high artistic and aesthetic merit develop their 

visual faculties in a freer and healthier manner than do 

those exposed to material lacking in artistic merit or quality. 

Holton (8, pp. 50-77; 9, pp. 24-31) has examined the 

various ways that visual images facilitate the comprehension 

of complex information. Burtin (5, pp. 78-95) has sought 

visual models to reveal and explain the functioning of the 

human body. But his approach has meaning in other fields as 

well. Gordon's (7, pp. 96-103) development of visual 

metaphors combined with audio-explanation has meaningful 

relationships to the contemporary audio-visual designer. 

Concrete techniques for visual education have existed 

longer than has articulate explanation and defense of such 

techniques. Itten, Kandinsky, Klee, Alhers, and Moholy-Nagy 

(8, p. 15; 15) under the leadership of Gropius, sought routes 

for visual education beginning in the early paxt of the 
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twentieth century. Maldonado (13, pp. 122-135) has sought 

to combine concrete techniques for visual education with the 

needs of twentieth century society. Rand (16, pp. 156-174) 

has considered the difficulties concerned with relating the 

theoretical structures of learning with the "rules of the 

game"—the technical considerations determined by available 

materials, techniques, and finances. 

In perception theories, the Transactional theory has 

replaced the Physioplastic and Idioplastic theories of 

artistic perception (3, pp. 13-15; 18, pp. 55-77). However, 

a number of aspects of the latter approaches have not been 

answered by the Transactionalists. The Transactionalist 

feels that past experience is the principal formative agent 

in perception (3, p. 13). The physioplastic artist or edu-

cator sees the necessity of the faithful and individual 

recording of percepts. The idioplastic artist or educator 

attempts to translate " . . . intellectual knowledge into 

visual schemata" (7, p. 12). Although Arnheim (3, pp. 12-

14) is an apparent proponent of the transactional act, and, 

as such, attacks Lowenfeld's (11, p. 232) contention that 

children are divided into haptic and optic individuals, he 

is unable to offer a clear-cut rationale as to why this 

dichotomy should not exist. 

Using this dichotomy, Lowenfeld (12) has distinguished 

between the individual who depends upon vision for his con-

cept of realitv and the individual who is touch-oriented in 
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his attempts to translate the aspects of reality into a form 

or forms he understands. Lowenfeld asserts that the latter, 

t^le haptic, is in the minority, while the former, the optic 

o r visualizer, is in the majority (11, pp. 100-111). 

Since, according to Lowenfeld (11, p* 232), one half of 

the population reacts visually to their environment—as com-

pared with one quarter of the population which reacts 

emotionally or haptically (one quarter of the population is 

unidentifiable as to their area of reaction)—it becomes 

evident that the visual presentation of material will reach 

more students in the classroom than will a subjective, emo-

tional, haptic, kinesthetic experience. In terms of the 

maximum reaching potential of a classroom media, it becomes 

evident that a filmstrip with verbal amplification or audio-

explanation will reach an optimum number of students in the 

classroom. 

A filmstrip has a number of advantages over lectures 

which are completely verbal or which are amplified by the use 

of the classroom chalkboard. The filmstrip is an inexpensive 

means of bringing pictures for teaching into the classroom. 

The projected pictures or diagrams are of professional 

quality, and can clearly indicate specific areas which the 

teacher is trying to emphasize. Each projected picture is 

large enough so that each student in the class can clearly 

see the material, and there is no time-consuming wait as the 

teacher painfully draws on the blackboard (6) .. The filmstrip 
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also has advantages over the use of individual slides. 

Rothschild (17, p. 119) indicates the advantages of the 

filmstrip as (1) production of multiple copies reduces 

costs in comparison to slides, (2) filmstrips can be handled 

by inexperienced personnel without the danger of getting the 

material out of order or sequence, and (3) filmstrip pro-

jectors have relatively simple jam-proof mechanisms so that 

there is little chance of interrupting a lesson because of 

an unsuitable slide mount. On this basis, there seems to be 

little reason to neglect the filmstrip. Additional advantages" 

of the filmstrip become evident with use. For instance, it 

is possible to stop the sequence on any specific frame and 

discuss or amplify upon the visual as needed. It is also 

possible to conveniently retrace a sequence of presentation 

or to otherwise return to a frame which has previously been 

shown. So it seems that the filmstrip is a classroom tech-

nique that should not be neglected. Any neglect, however, is 

usually traceable to the inferior quality of the material 

which is available in commercially prepared form. As has 

already been mentioned, the teacher often considers this 

material as unsuitable for his own use. The answer to this 

neglect is simple—the technically competent designer should 

produce filmstrips tailored to his own particular needs and 

teaching methods. 
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Design of the Study 

Certain sequential steps were used in this study: 

I. Communication theories were examined in search of 

a graphic model suitable for use or modification. Such a 

model must eventually take into account the difficulties and 

problems related to perception's role in the audio-visual 

communications process. 

II. Perception theories (restricted to visual and 

aural senses) were examined for those aspects which had im-

plications for the communications and learning processes in 

the young adult. 

III. A graphic design was developed in order to pro-

duce a model of communication and perception theory which 

would guide the step-by-step design of audio-visual teaching 

materials. The model would be generalized and would need 

modification or amplification for use in a specific area. 

The model contained criteria by which fabricated materials 

for audio-visual teaching could be evaluated. 

IV. The generalized model was amplified into a 

specific structural model which was applicable to a specific 

age-subject-matter group. 

V. Using the specific model from IV above, an outline 

for a specific audio-visual training device, !_•£., a film-

strip, was developed for an introductory college art class:. 

VI. The filmstrip, accompanying script, and biblio-

graphic materials were produced. The filmstrip was to be. 
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between sixty and seventy-two frames in Length. Running time 

for the uninterrupted filmstrip would not exceed thirty 

minutes. 

VII. The filmstrip was to be analyzed in terms of 

A. the theory model developed in IV and V, 

B. the criteria of successful audio-visual com-

munications sequence as developed in III, and 

C. the art elements (line, form, space, color, 

texture) and the principles of good design (balance, emphasis, 

and continuity). 

Significance of the Study 

This study is considered significant because it is 

felt that all well-designed teaching materials for education, 

and audio-visual education in particular, should reflect 

careful consideration of perception as the student "sees" 

or reacts to the material which is presented to him. The 

design of all material to which the student is exposed should 

reflect the highest quality of production and aesthetic merit 

of which the designer is capable. Yet, the production of 

"pretty" material was not the goal of the designer. The 

ultimate test of the material was the soundness of the design 

quality in regard to the perceptions and resulting conceptions 

of the student as he views the material. The hope and the 

intent of the designer was not to produce a situation in 

which the students "know about" the material, but rather to 
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allow a situation to develop in which the student "knows" 

the experience, the situation, and the material necessary to 

react to that experience. Without a thorough understanding 

of perception and the role of perception in the communica-

tions process, this could not be done well by the designer. 

The criteria for analyzing a filmstrip will be of con-

tinued value for individuals who are concerned with designing 

or using visual materials—and in particular, filmstrips. 

The practical experience from the development of the film-

strip and script will enable the designer of this filmstrip 

to produce other filmstrips. The actual filmstrip developed 

in this study will be utilized in a number of classes. 
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CHAPTER II 

COMMUNICATION THEORY AND PERCEPTION THEORY 

The Communications Process 

McLuhan (15, 16) differentiates between two types of 

culture. One of these cultures tends to separate knowledge 

about an experience from the experience itself. This 

culture is based upon the written form of communication. In 

this culture one reads about an event—possibly long after 

the event has taken place. The experience that the reader 

has, as he reads, is somehow coldly distant. McLuhan con-

siders this the older culture, and he characterizes it as a 

culture which communicates in a logical, linear sequence as 

suggested by movable type itself. This second culture, the 

new culture, is a culture which is becoming so communications 

or media oriented that it becomes extremely difficult to 

differentiate between the culture and the communications 

process itself. This culture does not separate itself from 

the experience. The electronic media can make each individual 

a part of the experience almost as it happens. Because 

learning stems from the perceptual—that is concrete— 

experience (22) the combining of the entire culture with the 

educational attempts at communication, produces a mixture 

that is often impossible to separate. The older culture 

18 
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does not find the total involvement between the communicator, 

the media of communication, and the recipient of the message. 

Without an attempt to involve the communicatee in the 

message, the communication process (as seen by McLuhan) 

results in an inferior message transmission. Involvement 

required the use of as many of the physical senses as possible. 

Thus, involvement through both the visual and aural senses 

increased the probability that the message would be received 

in a form closer to that of the original message. 

A communication model which adequately portrayed the 

communication process had to take into consideration percepts 

and perceptual organizational sets which the communicator 

and communicatee both brought into the transaction of the 

communications process. Hume, Locke, and Berkeley (20, p. 55) 

conceived the idea that objects in themselves have charac-

teristics which are the results of our perceptions of that 

object rather than the characteristics of the object itself. 

Thus, the perceived characteristics of the object or message 

were always relative in meaning to other perceptions. This, 

in essence, is the basis for the current transactional view 

of the communications process. 

A communications model then should contain a basic 

series of standards or criteria which would allow the evalua-

tion of the original message/signal so that the transmitter 

of the message could partially evaluate the degree of 

accuracy of the message transmission. Schramm's- (2D, p. 57) 
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visualization of the communications process is shown in 

Figure 2. This visualization was graphically informative, 

SOURCE ENCCDER SIGNAL DECODER DESTINATION 

Fig. 2—Schramm's visualization of the communications 
process. 

but it contained no means of evaluating the success of the 

message transmission. 

Bettinghaus (3, p. 33), in his evaluation of another 

communications model which is similar to Schramm's model, 

considers the interpreter model developed by Berlo as being 

useful in that it could " . . . attempt to link the learning 

process with the communication process in human behavior." 

Bettinghaus felt that this model indicated quite well 

graphically the actual communications process, except that 

it indicates only superficially the degree that an individ-

ual's perceptions played in determining the encoding and 

decoding of the message. Thus, as an attempt to graphically 

portray the transactional communications process, Bettinghaus 

considered Berlo's model as somewhat inadequate. As a basic, 

model upon which to build, however, it did have merit and 

should have been examined. 
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The literature indicates that in any communications 

process a message requires encoding into some form which 

allows its transmission. Traditionally, such encoding has 

been in one of the three forms mentioned earlier: symbolic, 

stylized, or representational iconic. In whatever form the 

message.(signal) was transmitted, it first was encoded at 

the source. The form in which it was encoded was the result 

of a choice made by the transmitter. This choice was the 

result of the previous (and at the same time concurrent) per-

ceptions of the transmitter/encoder. Such a signal thus 

became a stimulus which would result in some form of response 

on the part of the decoder. The form that this response 

would take was, of course, influenced by the perceptions 

which the decoder had interjected into the decoding of the 

signal. 

Figure 3 is Berlo's (3, p. 33) graphic view of the 

progress of the signal after it has been transmitted. The 

I | INTERPRETER J | 
DECODER ENCODER 

STIMULUS RESPONSE 

CONSEQUENCE 
Fig. 3—Berlo's model of decoding and interpreting the 

signal-stimulus. 
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double arrows between decoder and interpreter and between 

interpreter and encoder are to indicate that " . . . man 

decodes and passes along information from his decoding 

mechanism to his interpretative mechanism, but also that the 

interpreter (mechanism) itself tends to determine what is 

perceived and how it is perceived" (3, p. 33). Bettinghaus 

indicated that what we see ". . . is selected for us, and 

colored for us by the interpretative mechanism we all carry 

in our heads" (3, p. 33). For example, if you were driving 

through a neighborhood which was known for its high crime 

rate, and you saw a man removing hubcaps from a vehicle 

you might possibly see the act as theft. This would occur 

because your interpretative mechanism was influenced by the 

environment without having specific facts. Because 

Bettinghaus envisioned the communications process as being 

influenced so strongly by the interpreter mechanism, he could 

be considered a proponent of the transactional act. 

Once the signal had been interpreted and had produced 

a response (action of commitment), a consequence (feedback) 

occurred and a second signal was transmitted. This signal 

was either returned to the original transmitter through the 

original signal sequence (now reversed) or the signal might 

have been transmitted in a new direction. Even if the 

signal was to be forwarded unchanged, it still had required 

decoding and re-encoding, and therefore, the message could 

no longer be considered the same message. Decoding and 
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encoding had now added new perceptual views ta the original 

message. 

Figure 4 indicates Berlo's completed communications 

model (3, p. 36). Three aspects of this model were briefly 

INTERPRETER 
ATTENTION 
MEANING 

understanding 
acceptance 

DECODER ENCODER 

STIMULUS 
message 

2 \ 
source 

RESPONSE 
commitment 

CONSEQUENCE action 
feedback 

Fig. 4—Berlo's communication model 

considered in this final model. Feedback between the conse-

quence and the original message could have taken a direct 

route (indicated by the arrow 1) back to the original trans-

mitter. An example of this would be facial expressions 

indicating to a speaker that his audience was raptly 

attentive. Feedback might take an indirect route (2) such 

as letters written to an editor in response to • an editorial. 

Another indirect route was more readily discernable: A 

written essay test returned to a teacher. Such a return 

required that the message (signal) from the student be 
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encoded (written) by the student and then decoded by the 

teacher. Both events allowed the entrance of perceptions 

which would have changed and influenced the final perceived 

content of the signal or message. Finally, (3) habit (the 

jagged arrow) took part in the actual interpretation process. 

Many responses are made without conscious consideration. 

Examples of these are: (1) setting a watch to correspond to 

a radio time signal, (2) standing up after tying our shoes, 

or (3) stroking the lather off our face as we shave. As 

Bettinghaus explained, " . . . we perform tasks similar to 

these throughout our daily lives, and no longer interpret 

the stimuli leading to our responses. These are habits" (3, 

p. 36). 

Berlo's model seemed to graphically indicate the struc-

ture of the communication process. However, it appeared 

weak in that area which involves the interpretation of the 

message. The "life space" of the individual as discussed 

by Lewin (12, pp. 256-266) seemed to be a necessary and 

vital part of the complete communication model. The life 

space of both the signal source and of the interpreter will 

have had a major influence upon the encoding and the decoding 

of the signal. Figure 5 indicates an environmental life 

space such as Lewin considered in his field theory of learn-

ing. 

The life space of an individual could be considered to 

resemble a topographical map. This map would have as its 
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X - THE INDIVIDUAL 
1 HARD CHAIR IN WHICH 

INDIVIDUAL IS SEATED 
2 LECTURE CLASSROOM 
3 BORING SPEAKER 
4 LACK OF SLEEP 
5 DESIRE TO MAKE A GOOD 

GRADE IN THE CLASS 

© 

Fig. 5—Life space and the interpreter 

center the interpreter. Spreading outward from the inter-

preter a series of ripple-like waves would represent various 

influences upon the interpretations which an individual 

would make of any signal which was received. This life 

space represents the environment as it physically exists, 

and at the same time it represents the sum total of experi-

ences which the interpreter has previously received. It 

also contains his goals and aspirations. The interpreter's 

decoding of the signal is the result then of a perceptual 

set, reference frame, or habit pattern that he brings to the 

event that he must decode. 

The transmitter of the signal must have been aware of 

the life space which encompasses the interpreter. Without 

such an awareness, the success of the signal transmission 

would be unlikely. Obviously, the transmitter or the signal 

source must have been aware of his own life space during the 

encoding of the signal. This concept of life space was 

added to the interpreter model which had been designed by 

Bettinghaus. 
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Perception and Communication 

The life space of the individual cannot be examined 

without an understanding of the process of visual perception. 

In art so much of the message—the "statement" of the 

artist—is visual, and so little of the message is trans-

mitted in any other form, that visual perception must play 

an important part of perceptual structure as a totality. 

Components of the Visual Field 

Taylor (20, pp. 51-70) analyzed the components of the 

visual field which is the basic picture plane in which the 

individual attempts to place an image in order to give it 

reference as he attempts to translate its meaning. Taylor 

first examined line, which is one of the plastic elements of 

design. Line, as Taylor saw it, divided space (also one of 

the plastic elements). Whether line produced a contour or 

a boundary, it involves relationships within itself as well 

as in its surroundings (environment). The line " . . . rela-

tive to its surroundings produces the perception of line 

direction" (20, p. 52). Taylor indicated that horizontal 

lines suggest a lack of tension, while vertical lines repre-

sented a formal, static feeling; diagonal lines, which seemed 

to lack balance were disconcerting to the usual observer, 

but they produced a dynamic feeling. 
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Positioning of Shapes 

The positioning of shapes in regard to a diagonal pro-

duced interesting results. In Figure 6, which follows, a 

Fig. 6—The results of positioning above and .'below the 
diagonal. 

small circle is placed to the left and right of a diagonal 

line within a square. Both circles are the same distance 

above the base line. Some observers saw the circle in (A) 

as a rising shape and the circle in (B) as a descending 

shape. The diagonal placed below the ball seemed to lift it, 

while the diagonal placed above the circle appeared to thrust 

downward against the circle below it. 

Taylor (20, p. 53) observed that shapes, as aspects of 

form (a plastic element), appeared to observers as regular, 

or irregular, symmetrical or asymmetrical. Although shapes 

were constructed of lines, the observer "saw" the total 

configuration rather than the separate lines. Many times 

the rotation or shifting of the shape in reference to a base: 

line changed one's perception of that shape. Taylor, in 

Figure 7, gives an example (20, p. 53). The square becomes; 
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BASE LINE 

Fig. 7—Changing a shape's "meaning" by rotating its 
reference to a base line. 

a diamond simply by shifting the reference of the shape to 

the base line. 

Diffusion, Differentiation, and Integration 

Taylor considered that the perception of a given situa-

tion went through a three-step process. Diffusion, which was 

the initial step, was an inarticulate and undifferentiated 

step which produced feelings which were " . . . nebulous or 

soupy as during a fog, and may invoke feelings of instability" 

(20, p. 56). Taylor comments: 

Contemporary abstract art affords many 
examples of visual symbols conceived in an 
atmosphere of diffuse perception. Appreciation 
of art of this nature therefore probably depends 
upon one's attitude and tolerance toward 
ambiguity (20, p. 56). 

The second phase was integration. In this phase objects 

began to segregate and could be identified by the observer. 

However, the relationship between these elements still 

remained unclear. In an analytic and inductive manner, the 

interpreter attempted in this phase to relate the parts to 
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the/a whole. Finally, as a third stage, there was integra-

tion; the elements took on a coherence. This " . . . may 

occur rapidly as an experience in insight or more slowly 

through trial-and-error assemblage" (20, p. 57). However, 

One should not . . . confuse integrated 
visual communication with draftsmanship or 
artistic ability. This would be as misleading 
as confusing verbal language with oratory or 
poetry. One can use verbal language articulately 
and coherently without being an artist (20, p. 57). 

Figure 8 indicates graphically the stages in the development 

of perception. 

/ / 
a / — : \ 

\ 

\_ / 

DIFFUSION DIFFERENTATION INTEGRATION 

Fig. 8—Stages in the development of perception 

As data are gathered in the diffusion stage, they do not 

appear to have specific order. They are simply data. As 

differentiation occurs, a pattern begins to appear to the 

interpreter. In integration, the final pattern or configura— 

tion of the data becomes clear to the interpreter. 

Structural Configuration of the Visual Field 

Taylor divided perception of the visual field into a 

number of separate components. The transmission of these 
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components enable the interpreter to produce a pattern in 

the visual field (20, pp. 58-59). These components, as 

Taylor considered them, were: 

(1) Proximity—a visual configuration in which two or 

more elements were close together in space or time. 

Fig. 9—Proximity of elements 

(2) Similarity—a visual configuration in which two or. 

more elements were bound by common features even though they 

might not have definite proximity. 

Fig. 10—Similarity of elements 

(2a) Proximity and similarity—a visual configuration 

in which relatedness in space or time or common features 

bound a number of visual elements together. 
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• • • 

Fig. 11—Proximity and similarity of elements 

(3) Common movement—a visual configuration in which 

objects moved in a similar way and thus were related to one 

another. 

Fig. 12—Common movement of elements 

By the use of these components the interpreter of the 

message/signal took partial transmission units and determined 

their relationships to one another and to their possible 

whole. Elements thus perceived as having a continuity pro-

duced a whole, or total message. 

A total message might be received even though the 

original transmission was incomplete. This phenomenon was 

a visual closure. Taylor felt that ". . .in perceiving an 

open form, there is a tendency for it to change toward a more 

familiar closed one" (20, p. 59). The integration of all 
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the elements produced an experience termed "insight"—which 

was essentially a closure process. In Figure 13, which 

follows, there are two visual examples of the closure process. 

Fig. 13—Closure 

The interpreter perceives the figure as drinking even though 

the glass does not touch the face of the figure. The inter-

preter also perceives the circle as being complete. Both of 

these are examples of visual closure. 

Separation of Visual Elements 

It might sometimes be necessary to separate elements 

rather than to attempt to produce cohesion or closure. 

According to Taylor (20) elements are separated in three 

ways. First, they could be separated by their distribution 

on a plane such as might appear in a mosaic. Second, they 

could have separation by the distribution of material toward 

and away from the viewer as would appear in a perspective 

drawing. This dispersion could be natural and actually 

three-dimensional, or it could be simulated with cues pro-

ducing apparent depth as in a drawing or photograph. Third, 

units could be separated by time. Time produces a sequential-
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separation because by its very nature it forces the materiaL 

into a linear order. 

Contrast is also utilized to produce a separation of 

material. This antithesis of one signal with another pro-

duces perceptions of the relative strength of either signal. 

When this occurs, one signal becomes dominant. 

Thing Within Space and Space Within a Thing 

Once the elements of a signal are collected and dif-

ferentiation and integration have occurred, the interpreter 

of the signal perceives the visualization or "statement" as 

a figure-ground relationship. The figure usually is the 

major subject-matter of the signal (usually it is closer to 

the interpreter in terms of space and time) and is super-

imposed over a background (ground) which is not as sharply 

defined. Because each visual signal is considered in terms 

of a closed space or framed area, the question arises as to 

whether the figure represents a thing within an area of 

space, or whether the figure represents space within a thing. 

Figure 14 and Figure 15 will help to clarify this concept. 

• 
Fig. 14—Thing within space 
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Note that in this figure, the subject floats within the frame 

of vision and is identified as an object within space. Thus, 

the figure is superimposed over the ground in the picture 

plane. 

Fig. 15--Space within a thing 

The interpreter usually sees this configuration as space 

within a thing. The figure overwhelms the ground and 

dominates the picture plane. The ground is visible only 

through the figure. 

This shifting of the accent of dominance between figure 

and ground allows a subtle relationship. The interpreter 

normally operates upon a translation system which places the 

figure over the ground but with the ground generally surround-

ing the figure. The figure is dominant; however, if the 

emphasis shifts the figure far forward and allows the ground 

to appear through the figure—then the ground dominates 

(Figure 14) , 
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Clues for Translating Two—Dimensional Figures 
Into Three-Dimensional Figures 

Within a figure-ground of the picture-plane there are. 

a number of clues that the interpreter relies upon to trans-

late complex two-dimensional designs into simple or less 

complex designs. These clues or cues are termed "depth cues." 

Interposition or superposition of objects—more simply-

termed overlap—refers to the situation which places one 

object partially in front of another. The " . . . technique 

of producing depth by overlap comes late in the development 

of drawing by children." In children's art, and in the art. 

of primitive societies there is an attempt to reveal all 

elements (20, p. 61). Overlap is probably the most often 

used cue in sensing depth. Overlap, however, contains still, 

more subtle aspects. Arnheim considers 

The intimate union achieved by overlapping 
is of a peculiar nature. It impairs the 
completeness of at least one—and mostly all— 
of the parties concerned. The result is not 
simply a "relationship"—that is, the exchange 
of energy between independent, serenely intact 
beings. It is togetherness as interference 
through mutual juxtaposition, the artist 
accomplishes a more subtle and more dramatic 
interpretation of communication. He shows the 
tension between the conflicting tendencies 
involved in social intercourse and the need for 
safeguarding the integrity of the individual 
(1, p. 83). 

Figure 16 indicates two overlapping situations. 

Size perspective is often used as a depth cue also.. 

Two objects of unknown size and at unknown and possibly 

unequal distances are viewed by the interpreter. The object-
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Fig. 16—Visual overlap 

which appears larger will be considered closer by the inter-

preter. Taylor gives an example of size perspective in 

Figure 17 (20, p. 61). 

o o o O i 
Fig. 17—Size perspective 

In the preceding figure it is difficult to determine 

which circle is at the same distance as the head because 

. . distance is difficult to determine if the object is 

ambiguous and its size unknown" (20, p. 61). 

Linear and aerial perspective also provide the inter-

preter with depth cues. Linear perspective uses the con-

vergence of known parallel lines to suggest depth. Aerial 

perspective uses the change in texture of an object to 

suggest distance. Objects which are further away, far 

objects, being less chromatic, tend toward a neutral gray. 
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Other Elements for Interpreting a Signal 

A large number of other elements also play a part in the 

interpretation of visual elements of a signal.. Taylor (20, 

pp. 61-62) considers these elements to be 

(1) Light and shade—depth and direction 
of an element can sometimes be determined by 
areas of light and shadow. 

(2) Filled space—a distance that is filled 
with elements appears longer than an unfilled 
distance. 

(3) Parallax of movement—changes in the 
relationships between objects which occur when 
the head is moved. 

(4) Moving objects—faster moving objects 
appear closer than do slower moving objects. .. 

(5) Fixation—elements which gain attention 
or are given more viewing time appear"closer than 
do elements which are given less viewing time. 

(6) Distortion—elimination of depth may 
occur through the use of this cue (20, pp. 61-62). 

All of the cues which the interpreter receives during 

the diffusion and differentiation phases of signal reception 

must undergo a perceptual integration and evaluation. 

Certain elements will begin to stand out as "figure," and 

others will recede into "ground" relationships. Two prin-

ciples appear as "master" principles of perception in that 

they are concerned with unifying and producing coherence in 

the entire visual field. 

The principle of "Good Figure" is one of these. 

One of the major formulations of a group 
of psychologists working in the area of percep-
tion concerning the nature and organization of 
forms is that of "Good Figure" which in simple 
terms states that as far as the conditions per-
mit, every perception tends to be as complete, 
symmetrical, balanced, or as "good" as possible. 
A form of something over and above the elements 
which combine to produce it (20, p. 63).. 
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Gestalt psychologists are familiar with and aware of: 

the implications of this principle. Since the term Gestalt 

is practically synonymous with the term "form," Boring's 

fourteen characteristics of good form are here included. 

(1) Naturalness of form. A field tends to 
become organized and to take on form. Groups tend 
to form structures, and disconnected units to 
become connected. 

(2) Figure and ground. A form tends to be 
a figure set upon a ground, and the figure-ground 
dichotomy is fundamental to all perception. The 
simplest form is a figure of undifferentiated 
quality set upon a ground. 

(3) Articulation. Forms vary from simple 
to complex in the degree of articulation or 
differentiation that they possess. 

(4) Good and poor forms. A good form is 
well articulated and as such tends to impress 
itself upon the observer, to persist and to re-
occur. A circle is a good form. 

(5) Strong and weak forms. A strong form 
coheres and resists disintegration by analysis 
into parts or by fusion with another form. 

(6) Open and closed forms. An open form 
tends to change toward a certain good form. 
When a form has assumed stable equilibrium, it 
has achieved closure. Thus a nearly circular 
series of dots may achieve closure by being per-
ceived as a circle. 

(7) Dynamic basis of form. A form is a 
dynamic system or is based upon a dynamic system. 
Since the dynamic principles operate within the 
organism, a strong form is that which depends 
more upon the dynamic properties of the organism 
than upon the properties of the stimulus. 

(8) Persistence of form. A form once per-
ceived tends to persist, and to recur when the 
stimulus situation recurs. The recurrence of 
part of a previously perceived form tends to 
reinstate the whole. 

(9) Constancy of form. A form tends to 
preserve its proper shape, size, and color. 

(10) Symmetry of form. A form tends toward 
symmetry, balance and proportion. Many of the 
geometrical "illusions" illustrate this prin-
ciple. 

(11) Integration of similars and adjacents. 
Units similar in size, shape and color tend to 
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combine to make better articulated forms. Near 
units also combine more readily than far. 

(12) Meaningfulness of forms. A form tends 
to be meaningful and to have objectivity. The 
more meaningful the form, the stronger it is, 
the more easily it is perceived, and the longer it 
tends to persist. 

(13) Fusion of forms. Two forms can fuse, 
giving rise to a new form; or, in combination, 
the stronger one may persist, eliminating the 
weaker. Simple, poorly-articulated forms fuse 
more easily than the complex, good form. A more 
meaningful form tends to predominate over a less 
meaningful one. 

(4) Transposition of form. A form exists 
independently of its constituent elements and 
may thus be transposed without change to other 
elements (20, pp. 63-64). 

Boring's fourteen characteristics of good form become 

a part of the portion of the graphic model concerned with 

the interpretation of the signal. The interpreter utilizes 

these characteristics in decoding the signal as it is re-

ceived; however, the transmitter of the message should also 

be aware of Boring's principles as the message is encoded. 

Because these characteristics apply to the encoding and de-

coding of the signal, they overlap the "life space" which 

the interpreter brings to the situation where interpretation 

is required. The modified graphic follows in Figure 18. 

The dotted line encloses both the stimulus (message) 

and cuts across the life space of the interpreter to enclose, 

meaning. Since the interpreter will utilize his previous 

experiences, his current environment, and the characteristics 

of good form to interpret the signal he receives, the encoding 

section of the source is also enclosed within this framework 
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Fig. 18—Berlo's interpreter model with life space and 
Boring's characteristics of good form added. 

because the encoding of the original stimulus, or message, 

should take into consideration the characteristics of good 

message form as well as the life space of the decoder. 

A Communications Syntax 

A visual communication largely transmits meaning in 

relation to a viewer's previous experiences. This trans-

actional approach is meaningful to individuals attempting 

to communicate across cultural or experiential lines. The 

communicator attempts to understand the life space of the 
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message interpreter so that the meaning of the signal will-

decode in a form as nearly like that as the meaning meant by 

the transmitter when the message was encoded. 

Hall (10) considers the difficulties resulting from the 

silent communication forms (body gestures, hand movements, 

facial expressions, and physical distances between speaker 

and listener) when these silent communications, which are 

primarily visual in nature, are combined with audio communica-

tion. This "silent language," as Hall terms it, is based 

upon the life space of the individuals concerned. When life 

spaces contradict, the message mistranslates. 

• Taylor summarizes: 

Meaning is substantially based on organiza-
tion and relationships. In verbal language, 
the syntax, or the relationship between words and 
the structure of the sentence, largely determines 
the degree of effective communication. With 
visual communication, there is no standardized 
set of roles comparable to verbal syntax. To a 
large extent, the general principles of structural 
organization in a visual perception provides a 
step in the direction of a non-verbal syntax 
(20, p. 68) . 

The construction of a non-verbal (or visual) syntax 

must produce a series of constructional criteria by which a 

message can be evaluated while it is still at the source. 

Such evaluation would allow the transmitter to estimate the 

degree of accuracy with which the interpreter decodes the 

signal. A visual signal intended for communication can be 

treated in one or more of five basic methods. 
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1. Identification. Identification should 
show the identifying characteristics of a 
particular product. Symbols, trademarks, or 
container shapes fall into this category. 
Identification of the individual (interpreter) 
is possible when the environment or situation 
portrayed contains sufficient elements through 
which the interpreter can identify with the 
message. 

2. Characterization. An analytic break-
down, ingredients, or characteristics of the 
message may provide the elements for examination 
of the signal's meaning. The characterization 
may be within or without object identification. 
If the signal has no object identification it 
may arouse interest because the incomplete signal 
may require a solution. 

3. Evaluation. If the intent of the signal 
is to evoke a favorable or unfavorable feeling 
about an object, then the signal must contain 
evaluative symbols. These symbols must be meaning-
ful in terms of the environment of the interpreter. 
The " . . . evaluational elements of a visual com-
munication are usually handled through color, 
shape, general appearance, angle of view, or 
demonstration of consequences." 

4. Prescription. To prescribe or to sug-
gest a course of action may be another intent 
of the signal. This signal attempts to modify 
behavior, attitudes, or the perception of an 
object. 

5* Relating. Relating is to go beyond the 
object itself and to compare it with another 
object so as to establish a frame of reference. 
Graphs, charts, figures, tables, or simply pre-
senting one object in the same picture field 
with others allows for the relating of these 
objects (20, p. 64). 

Cook analyzes the visual communication tasks and adds 

this analysis to that of Taylor. Cook sees the goals of 

visual communication as 

1. Motivating people 
2. Conveying facts 
3. Explaining something 
4. Teaching a perceptual motor skill (5, 

pp. 103-105). 
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Bartlett adds her analysis of visuals to that of Taylor, 

and Cook by declaring that there are several levels of 

response in visual interpretation. These are: 

1. Naming objects (similar to Taylor's 
"identification") 

2. Grasping import (similar to Taylor's 
"relating" and Cook's "conveying facts") 

3. Observing detail (similar to Taylor's 
"identification" and Cook's "explaining some-
thing" ) 

4. Relating the picture to experience 
(similar to Taylor's "relating" and Cook's 
"explaining something") 

5. Drawing inferences (similar to Taylor's 
"evaluation" and Cook's "explaining something") 

6. Adding imaginative elements 
7. Engaging in further activities suggested 

by the pictures (2, p. 19). 

Williams considers thirty-one instructional purposes 

served by visuals. These are: 

1. Recall experiences 
2. Aid detailed study 
3. Correct misconceptions 
4. Prevent misconceptions 
5. Compare and contrast 
6. Build new experiences 
7. Give meaning to word symbols 
8. Demonstrate a process 
9. Form value judgments 

10. Create an atmosphere 
11. Prepare for further experience 
12. Motivate learning 
13. Publicize events 
14. Develop insight and appreciation 
15. Dramatize a point 
16. Raise questions and present problems 
17. Stimulate reading 
18. Foster individual interest 
19. Provide setting 
20. Complete research 
21. Provide reference 
22. Enrich and enliven reports 
23. Invite participation 
24. Help learners understand themselves 
25. Build background 
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26. Create centers of interest 
27. Develop critical judgment 
28. Stimulate creative effort 
29. Introduce a topic of study 
30. Review and summarize 
31. Test learning (21, pp. 5-18). 

Combining the Goals of Visual Instruction 

Thus, in preparing a series of criteria by which it 

would be possible to evaluate a visual communication, Taylor's 

five basic criteria of intended uses of the signal may become 

the first group of criteria. Combined with Cook's similar, 

though not identical, goals and with Williams' instructional 

purposes of visuals, the visual materials of the signal pro-

vide a series of criteria for the examination of the film-

strip frame. The structure of the communication utilizes 

the grouping of elements in terms of proximity, similarity, 

common movement, common destiny, and closure. They are 

separated by contrast, figure ground, and depth cues. 

Finally, " . . . the principles of good figure and constancy 

suggest a means by which the entire visual configuration is 

integrated into a single coherent whole" (20, p. 70). 

Lumsdaine (14, p. 79) defines the aims of teaching in 

terms of Class I Goals and Class II Goals» Class I Goals 

are those which result from the desire of the communicator 

to teach specific skills or impart information. Actually, 

he is . . training people to do a job that requires a 

reasonable degree of mastery of either knowledge or skill" 

(14, p. 82). A Class II Goal is the general "educating of 
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individuals in terms of influencing their attitudes, 

attracting their interest, or satisfying either interests or 

curiosity. This class of goal often includes an attempt, to: 

develop attitudes or beliefs that will lead to an action at 

a later date. Class I and Class II Goals are compatible with 

the Group One Goals; identification, characterization, 

evaluation, prescription, or relating, and are included in 

this group. 

A specific visual may actually fit none of these 

categories if the total intent of that particular, visual is 

to get the attention of the audience. If the interpreter 

of the message has initiated the need for the message, then 

it can be assumed that he will provide attention; however, 

if the message originates with the source, it may be neces-

sary to capture the interpreter's attention prior to message 

transmission. 

Once the audience's (interpreter's) attention has been 

captured, then the communication process begins. The visual 

cannot stand alone but must use words or captions to provide 

support. Hicks (19, p. 122) tells us that " . . . pictures 

and words together perform a more effective function than 

either can perform alone . . . " 

Kerrick (13, pp. 177-182) has found that the judgment 

of readers can be modified by the captions attached to 

visuals. These modifications can be so strong that the 

meaning of a visual can be completely reversed, although this 

does not occur as often as does a lesser change or 
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modification. Therefore, one question which must continually 

be asked by the signal source is whether the verbal or audio 

signal is actually compatible with the visual signal. If, 

on examination, the answer is negative, then the signal must 

be modified. 

Newall describes the difference between title, caption, 

and text, in relation to visuals: 

Title: . . . An identification, stating 
of whom or what, where and when a . . . (visual) 
was made. A title is static. It has no sig-
nificance apart from its photograph. 

Caption: Briefly stated information, 
usually occupying no more than four short lines, 
which accompanies a . . . (visual), adds to our 
understanding of the image, and often influences 
what we think of it. A caption is dynamic; it 
develops title information into why and how 
along a line of action. It makes use of the 
connotations of words to reinforce the connota-
tions of the . . . (visual). It loses half of 
its significance when divorced from its . . . 
(visual). 

Text: Main literary statement accompanying 
a series of (visuals), usually presenting infor-
mation about the theme and its background not 
contained in . . . (visuals) and captions. Text, 
no matter how closely related to . . . (visuals), 
is a complete and independent statement of words 
(17, p. 17). 

In the design of a visual intended for use as a signal, 

the title or caption may appear within the structure o£ the 

visual itself. When this occurs, the caption may take any 

of four forms and coexists with the visual figure on the 

picture plane (17, p. 17). 

(1) Enigmatic caption is a phase extracted 
directly from the text and placed under (or 
adjacent to) a single visual. The eye is caught 
by the visual, the caption stirs interest; the 
reader must then turn attention to the accompany-
ing text or verbal script. 
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(2) Caption as a miniature essay functions 
with a single visual and usually presents a total, 
segment of signal within a single structure. 

(3) Narrative caption directs attention into 
the visual itself. This caption acts as a connect-
ing link between the visual and the script, text, 
or aural accompaniment. 

(4) Additive caption attempts to produce 
something beyond the mere facts in the situation. 
It ". . . combines its own connotations with those 
in the . . . (visual) to produce a new image in 
the mind of the spectator--sometimes an image 
totally unexpected and unforseen, which exists in 
neither words nor photographs but only in their 
juxtaposition" (19, p. 124). 

The words accompanying a visual will have considerable 

influence upon the meaning that the interpreter will get 

from the visual. Visuals used in sequence may achieve a 

total meaning because of that sequence that is beyond the 

meaning of any individual visual. The physical and time 

sequence proximity of pictures imparts what Hicks (1.1) terms 

as "the third effect." In this effect, visuals which occur 

sequentially or in side-by-side proximity achieve an effect 

which is entirely beyond the simple totality of each 

individual visual. 

Because a filmstrip is a projected visual—that is, it 

requires a strong light source in a relatively darkened 

room—it attracts and holds attention. Psychologists tell us 

that it is an almost uncontrollable human characteristic to 

look at a spot of light in a darkened room. Thus, the 

attention of the interpreter has already been captured. It-

has also been evidenced that a group will work better 

together following a common audio-visual experience due to 
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the fact that they have been experiencing a series of at 

least similar life spaces for that period of time. In a 

survey (21, p. 109) filmstrips were rated second only to 

films in the attention-getting audio-visual devices used in 

classrooms. 

Once attention has been attracted and the process of 

displaying the visuals begins, the legibility of the title, 

text, or caption begins to play a significant part in the 

signal transmission. There are enough intrinsic difficulties 

in the communications process without the addition of the 

difficulties inherent in the inability to visually decipher 

the•symbols, stylizations, or iconic representations in the 

signal. Legibility standards thus have a relationship to 

the preparation of the signal. 

During the preparation of a visual for communications 

purposes, there is a danger that the visual may produce 

generalizations. Since "a picture carries only such infor-

mation as the artist or photographer chooses to include" 

(21, p. 25) the visual must be evaluated in terms of the 

appropriateness of the material which has been included. 

Even though a filmstrip is made up of single frames, the 

artist must be aware of the possibility that the interpreter 

may generalize from a single frame even though that frame 

may, in all likelihood, carry only part of the message. 

Continuity of idea or concept between frames must be a part 

of the signal so that the interpreter does not abstract seg-

ments of the message to receive an incomplete communication. 
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Visual Criteria for Examining Filmstrip 
Frame Design 

Structure of a Rectangle 

The rectangle of a filmstrip frame measures 23 milli-

meters in length by 17.5 millimeters in width after the film 

has been masked. This rectangle closely approximates the 

reciprocal rectangle which is considered to be a rectangular 

shape which has pleasing proportions (9, p. 37). A reciprocal 

rectangle is one which began as a square, and has had added 

to it a rectangular area which has been determined by swing-

ing an arc (using point A in Figure 19 as its radius) from 

point B to point C. 

Fig. 19—Reciprocal rectangle 

A rectangle based upon a square which had 18 millimeters 

as its length and width will throw an arc which makes the 

horizontal length of the rectangle 25 millimeters. The 

actual film frame prior to making measures 24.5 millimeters 

in length by 18 millimeters in width. This is very close 

approximation of the reciprocal rectangle. The masking 
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which reduces the external dimensions of the rectangle is a 

technical requirement due to the actual production dimensions 

of 35 millimeter strip films. 

The reciprocal rectangle which represents the filmstrip 

frame can be divided along those horizontal and vertical 

dimensions normally termed golden proportions. The golden 

proportion: 

. . . is a very definite measurement. It is that 
division of a line in which the smaller part is 
in the same proportion to the greater part as 
that greater part is to the whole. In other 
words, the golden section is at B when BC AB 

AB * AC 
(9, p. 37) . 

A reciprocal rectangle which has been divided along its four 

possible major golden proportion lines resembles the 

rectangle which appears in Figure 20. 

Fig. 20—A reciprocal rectangle divided along its 
golden proportions. 

Designers consider these four lines to represent areas 

where emphasis should be supplied during the design of the 

material to appear in the frame. Emphasis does not occur on 
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every line, or at every division, but when emphasis does 

occur it usually appears at one of the points where these 

lines bisect. Photographers and artists design their composi-

tions by a technique which they call a rule of thirds (8, 

p- 20). In this compositional rule the division of a 

reciprocal rectangle will resemble closely the division of 

a division made by use of the golden proportion. An example-

of a reciprocal rectangle divided by the rule of thirds is 

shown in Figure 21. 

Fig. 21—A reciprocal rectangle divided by thirds 

While such a division is not as precise as lines deter-

mined by golden proportions, it is quite close. The points 

where these lines cross one another are very similar to the 

points determined by crossing golden proportion lines. 

Designers frequently use the rule of thirds rather than the 

golden proportion to determine where to place the major 

structures in a rectangular design (8, pp. 21-22). 
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Since either golden proportions or divisions by thirds 

produces a design structure which artists consider pleasing, 

criteria for examining the basic components of a filmstrip 

frame's design can be evolved. Such design criteria might 

be presented as: 

Design criteria.—Does the major emphasis or design 

structure of this frame conform to the golden proportion or 

the rule of thirds? If it does not, is the design still 

effective? If it is still effective, what produces the 

effectiveness? 

Lettering 

When lettering is to be projected onto a screen for 

viewing, the size and style of the lettering has a function 

as a design element as well as in the communications process. 

The lettering may be extremely attractive as a design, but 

actually be illegible. If the lettering is illegible, it is 

a failure in the design of the frame. The designer asks 

himself three questions concerning lettering and type faces. 

A. Is the lettering or type face legible? 

Lettering that can be read from the, filmstrip frame when 

the frame is held in the hand is usually considered to be: 

legible in the back of the room when the frame.is projected 

(6). While there are more carefully defined definitions for 

acceptability, this is the most normally used criterion for 

brief examinations of a filmstrip frame (6). 
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B. Is the style of the lettering or typeface in keep-

ing with the character and intent of the message presented 

by the filmstrip frame? 

An example of an inconsistency of this nature would be 

the use of Old English lettering for the text or captions 

used while discussing a modern, high-speed automobile. Both 

questions A and B are closely related since the legibility of 

a lettering style or typeface is closely related to the style 

of the lettering or typeface. Uncomplicated lettering forms 

are much more suitable than complicated, intricate: lettering 

when speed or legibility is the aim of the designer. 

• C. Is the lettering or typeface used attractive in 

itself as a design? 

Most ill suited lettering forms have fallen from 

general use (4). However, unless care is exercised, it 

often reappears because it attracts the eye of the amateur 

who is more attracted to its exotic appearance than to its 

design quality. 

Intent of the Filmstrip Frame 

The intent of the filmstrip frame is closely related to 

the design structure of the frame. A filmstrip frame usually 

is intended to fit one of three broad purposes. It is used 

to (1) attract attention, (2) impart a skill, or (3) influence 

an attitude (14). If the filmstrip frame is intended to 

attract attention only, it has a great deal more flexibility 
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than when it is intended to either impart a skill or to in-

fluence an attitude. This is not restricted to filmstrips 

alone, of course; advertising has long known that the 

addition of a pretty female face and figure to an advertise-

ment will attract attention no matter what product is being 

advertised. 

The intent of the filmstrip frame will influence the 

design of the frame. The designer always asks himself the 

intent of the frame before he begins work. This intent of 

the frame must be a design consideration as well as a learn-

ing consideration. 

Plastic Elements of Design 

The actual design of the filmstrip frame is evaluated 

by the same criteria as any other piece of art or design. 

The tools of the designer are of two types (7, pp. 285-286). 

The first of these conceptual tools are the plastic elements, 

Since plastic means "formative, fashioning, or capable of 

being molded or modeled" (18, p. 646), plastic elements are 

those conceptual elements which may be formed, fashioned, 

molded, or modeled. The plastic elements are (1) line, 

(2) form, (3) space, (4) texture, and (5) color (7, pp. 304-

356). Briefly defined, the designer considers these terms 

to mean: 

1. Line—is a moving point in space-time» It has 

length and breadth, but rarely thickness. It can define or 

separate elements (7, pp. 316-328). 
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2. Form—is the structural element(s) in a work of art. 

whereby the artist's conception and vision is given a con-

figuration. It can vary from the representational to the 

abstract (7, pp. 304-316). 

3. Space—is an area of non-figure or non-subject in 

a design arrangement. It adds emphasis to the other elements 

of the design (7, p. 320). 

4. Texture—is the degree of roughness or smoothness 

of an object. Both rough and smooth are textural, they 

merely represent degrees of surface quality (7, p. 330). 

5. Color—is the use of light or pigments to show 

(a) hue--the actual color itself, such as red, (b) shade— 

the hue with black added to it, and (c) tint—the hue with 

white added to it (7, pp. 334-350). 

These elements are the tools of the designer. It is 

through the successful combinations of these elements that 

the designer achieves a pleasing design. 

Design Principles 

Combined with the plastic elements are the principles 

of design (7, pp. 285-286). These principles are not as 

simply defined as are the plastic elements. The principles 

of design are (1) balance—which is either symmetrical or 

asymmetrical, (2) emphasis, and (3) continuity. 

When the artist or designer speaks of balance in a com— 

position, he is considering the visual weight of the various 

components of the composition. A symmetrical or a formal 
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design is one in which the design appears to have approxi-

mately equal weight on either side of the composition. This 

symmetrical composition presents a rather precise, tight 

design that lends itself to communication of an exacting 

nature. An asymmetrical or informal composition is one which 

has an imbalance in the visual weight of the composition. 

This type of design is less rigid, and it is much more 

flexible in nature. Such a design lends itself to attention-

getting or attention-holding intentions. 

Emphasis is a component in any pleasing design. Without 

it the design appears monotonous and does not appear to com-

municate any specific piece of information (7, pp. 360-361). 

Emphasis can be achieved through the use of any of the 

plastic elements; however, color and texture are often the 

elements used to produce emphasis (7, pp. 360-361). 

Continuity, the third design principle, is a method by 

which separate areas or parts in a composition are drawn 

together to make a total design (Gestalt). Any of the 

plastic elements may be used to produce continuity. Without 

continuity, the interpreter who views the frame may experi-

ence a feeling of non-communication—a feeling of wrongness 

subtly expressed (7, pp. 358-560). 

The use of the design principles as controlling factors 

in the use of the plastic elements become criteria in examin-

ing the design quality of a filmstrip frame. All of the 

factors which have previously been examined as separate 
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functions should be combined to produce a master chart or 

criteria sheet for the examination of a filmstrip. 

Summary of Criteria 

Once the filmstrip is in the hands of the examiner, the 

desire of the examiner is to utilize the criteria which will 

enable him to evaluate the filmstrip. A coherent order of 

these criteria enable the examiner to visualize the relation-

ships of the parts of the filmstrip to one another. 

Intent of the Filmstrip . 

The examiner's first concern is the intent of the film-

strip. The goal of the designer of the filmstrip needs to 

be evident to the interpreter. This intent may exist on a 

number of levels. The total intent of the filmstrip may be 

either specific or generalized, or both. Each individual 

frame will probably have a specific intent and should be 

examined one-by-one. 

As a generalized intent, the same criteria may be used 

for a single filmstrip frame and for a total filmstrip. 

Lumsdaine's Class I and Class II Goals (14) and the possible 

intent of attention-getting or attention-holding are combined 

into the first area of criteria to be examined. This com-

bination appears as areas B and BB in Figure 22. After the 

intent of the filmstrip has been examined for the total 

filmstrip itself, it becomes necessary to examine intent on 

a frame-by-frame hasis. 
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TITLE OF Fli-MSTRIP 

INDIVIDUAL FRAME EVAMIATI6N... 

NUMBER OF 

SOUND _ 

FRAMES 

T O T A l . INTENT OP 
THE MESSAGE 

SILENT. 

GENERALIZED INTENT 
I. ATTENTION C6TTIKC 

ATTJEHTtdH HOLOtNG 
?, TEACH iNC SKILL* 

CLASS X tfOAU 
3. I.^FiUENClNt ATTITUDE, 

CLASS IX COA*. 

( A A \ r 

SPECIFIC INTENT 

I, IDENTIFICATION 
NAMING OS*>£CTS 
OBSERVING PETAIUS 

Z, CHARACTERIZATION 

J . EVALUATION 

4 PRESCRIBING / 
S, RELATING 

GRASPINC IMPORT 
CONVEYING PACTS 
O&SEftVlNC FACTS 
£EL*TfNC TO EXPERIENCE 

I 

G. MOTIVATION 

7. PERCEPTUAL SKILL 

]£ 

TOTAL MESSAGE EVALUATION ... 

3E 
CENERAUZ.ED INTENT 

1. ATTSHTI6N CfTTlNC 
ATTENTION HOWOlNiC 

2. TEACKIN6 SKILL. 
CLASS X GOAU 

3, IftfLOENSINC ATTITDPE 
CfcASS XX ttOAU 

DOES THE OVERALL DATA PRESENTATION PROCEED TN*004H 

DIFFUSION, DiFFfifc£NTATlON, AND INTEGRATION ? 

ARE THE AUDIO AND VISUAL MESSAGES COMPATIBLE ? 
~ + 

TEXT, CAPTION, Of? SCRIPT EVALUATION: 

SUITABILITY OF LETTERING STYLE 

LEGIBILITY OF LETTERING STYLE 

INTENT OF LETTERING*. 
T I T L E 

S P S e i F i a i M T i r . f 
K RECALL exp£&t£NC£$ 

2, AID OETAILED STUDY 
J. CORRECT MISCONCEPTIONS 

4. PREVCNT MISCONCEPTIONS 

5. COMPARE AND CONTRAST 
£,BUILD HEW EXPERIENCES 
7. GIVE MEANING T0 WORD SYMBOLS 

8.DEMONSTRATE A PROCESS 
5. FORM VALUE JUDGMENTS 

10, CREATE Aft ATMOSPHERE 

1 (. PffEPAftfc FOR. EXPERIENCE 
12. MOTIVATE LEARNING 

13. PUBLICIZE EVENTS 

14. DEVELOP mSlGMT/APPftECfATION 

IS* DRAMATIZE A POINT 
*&.&*{$£ OUfSTlONS/PROBLEMS 

\7. STIMULATE READING 
10. FOSTER INDIVIDUAL INTEREST 

19, PROVIDE SETTING 
20. COMPLETE RESEARCH 

21. PROVIOE REFERENCE 

' 22. ENRICH AKD ENLIVEN REPORTS 

23. INVITE PARTICIPATION 

19. HELP LEARNER UHDE&&TANO 5ELF 
2S. BUILD BACKGROUND 
24. CREATE CENTER OF /NTEPEST 
27. DEV«j.Of» CRITICAL JUDGEMENT 

2 8. STIMULATE CEEATlVfc EFFORT 
29. INTRODUCE ATOPIC OF STUDY 

3 a REVIEW ANP 30MMA J?I I£ 
*1. TEST LEAKNING 

CAPTION-

TE*T _ 

e n i g m a t i c 

NUNATURE ESSAY 

IVARfcATlVE 

ESSAY 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: 

BALANCE 
SYMMETRICAL 
ASYMMETRICAL 

CONTINUITY: 
TKROUfcH 

PROXIMITY 
SIMILARITY 
COMMON MOVEMENT 

EMPHASIS: 
THROtfCH 

cotoe, TEKTdRE, 
LINE, SHE, ANP 
OVERLAP 

DIVISION OF Ff?AM£ 
RECTANGLE 

go lden proportion 
RULE OF THIRDS 

"IMS 

-PO&M 
*sr*ce— 
* COLOfi. — 
-Tmv*E~ 

INTEftPftETATION Of 
T H E SIGNAL &Y* 

t. LIGHT AMO SHADE 
2.FILLED SPACE 
3. PAR AIL i AX OF 

MOV*#ilENT 
4. NOVINC OBJECTS 
5 . FIXATION 
6. DISTORTION 

SUITABILITY OF DESIGN CANNOT BE EVAL-
UATED THROIfCH THE (US Of A CWeCKyftT. 
discussion is rbquihep TO GOMSINB THE 
VARIOUS DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. 

Fig. 22—Evaluation form for examining a filmstrip 
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Specific Frame Intent 

Taylor's (20, p. 69) considerations of specific intent 

and Cook's (5, pp. 10 3-105) goals of visual communication 

are combined with Bartlett's (2, p. 19) analysis of visuals 

to provide a seven-point checklist for the specific intent 

of the filmstrip frame. This checklist appears as area C in 

Figure 22. Several subheadings can be noted as the result 

of combining the criteria outlined by Taylor, Cook, and 

Bartlett. 

The specific intent of the filmstrip frame cap be 

isolated into even more specific terms. Williams (21, pp. 5-

18) lists thirty-one specific purposes served by audio-visual 

instruction. These are shown as area D in Figure 22. 

Design Considerations 

The intent of the single filmstrip frame has now been 

established. Once this has been done, the frame can be 

examined in terms of its visual design. Design is an 

extremely subtle relationship and often involves taste and 

other considerations which make it extremely difficult to set 

precise patterns or evaluative criteria. However, area E of 

Figure 22 attempts to indicate an outline of the requirements 

which should be considered when examining design of a film-

strip frame. 

Balance, continuity, and emphasis (the design principles) 

combine with line, form, space, color, and texture (the 
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plastic elements) to produce the final frame design. The 

division of the rectangle of the filmstrip frame by either 

the golden proportions or the rule of thirds should react 

with emphasis to determine the center(s) of interest in the 

filmstrip frame. The balance of the filmstrip frame is 

directly related to where division occurs in the filmstrip 

frame. If the area(s) of emphasis occur on one of the 

divisions mentioned, the design will probably be asymmetrical 

or informal instructure. If the area of emphasis is closer 

to the center of the frame, it will produce a symmetrical or 

formal composition. Continuity in the filmstrip frame 

itself usually occurs through the use of proximity, similar-

ity, or common movement. The reaction of the plastic 

elements with the design principles produces a final visual-

signal (design). This signal is usually interpreted through 

one or more of six methods of interpreting a signal (20, 

pp. 61-62). 

Text, Caption,.or Script 

Combined with the design considerations which have been 

examined as outlined in area E of Figure 22 previously, the 

text, caption, or script which accompanies the filmstrip 

frame must also be considered. If lettering is a part of 

the design of the filmstrip frame, the suitability and 

legibility of the lettering must be considered. This area: 

of evaluation appears as area F in Figure 22. Suitability 

may be a matter of taste, but simplicity is almost always 
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more successful than the ornate. Actual legibility standards 

are considered in more detail in Chapter III. Since 

legibility standards are technical in nature, they are not 

discussed here in depth. Briefly, minimum acceptable symbol 

size is one in which the long dimension of the letter in the 

filmstrip frame when projected is equal to one-eighth the 

maximum distance from which the filmstrip is to be examined 

(6) . A rule of thumb is that lettering which can be read 

while the filmstrip is hand held would be legible in the 

rear of a normal classroom. Finally, in considering letter-

ing or typeface when it appears in the filmstrip frame, the 

question of the intent of the lettering arises. Newall (L7, 

p. 17) indicates three types of captions which may appear in 

a visual. These appear as the last section of area F in 

Figure 22. 

Visual Intent and Caption Intent 

Directly related to the title, caption, or text which 

accompanies or appears in the filmstrip frame is the ques-

tion as to whether the visual is compatible with the intent 

of the caption. This question appears as area G in Figure 

22. Titles, captions, and texts are supposed to complement. 

the visual, if they do not there is an inconsistency which 

detracts from the success of the filmstrip design. 
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Compatibility of Audio and Visual Sections 

The final question which functions as a criterion by 

which a filmstrip message is evaluated appears as area H in 

Figure 22. The information which is presented in both the 

audio and visual portions of the total filmstrip should 

build through diffusion, differentiation, and integration. 

If they do not, then communication has not occurred. 

Flow of Filmstrip Evaluation 

The Evaluation Form for Examining a Filmstrip which 

appears as Figure 22 is arranged in a definite flow pattern. 

This pattern begins as the Total Intent of the Message and 

immediately divides into two areas. Area A introduces the 

frame-by-frame evaluation of the filmstrip. Area AA intro-

duces the total message evaluation. .Beginning with area A, 

the evaluation flows through areas B, C, D, and reaches 

area E—Design Considerations—where the individual frame 

evaluation meets the total message evaluation descending 

through areas AA, BB, H, G, and F. As these two areas of 

evaluation approach one another they represent the narrowing 

of the interests and concepts involved. The final evalua-

tion of the total filmstrip actually appears in the remarks 

section under area E of Figure 22. 

Chapter Summary 

The uses of visuals as seen by a number of authors have 

been combined to produce a checklist which will enable the 
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examination of a filmstrip in terms of the intent of the 

filmstrip designer's message. This examination is possible 

on both a frame-by-frame and a total mesage basis. Technical 

requirements related to text, caption, or titles can be 

examined and evaluated as to the suitability. Perception as 

it relates to the interpretation of a visual field has been 

examined. Understanding of this phenomenon should enable 

the filmstrip designer to better prepare filmstrips. 

A visual model of the communication process has evolved 

through the study of the various aspects of communication. 

The designer who utilizes the communications model during 

the designing of a filmstrip should have a better understand-

ing of the requirements of a successful filmstrip and a 

successful communications process. 
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CHAPTER III 

PRODUCTION OF A FILMSTRIP 

Criteria of Production 

For the purposes of this study a filmstrip was pro-

duced which contained sixty-six frames. This filmstrip was 

designed to conform to criteria and concepts related to the 

model of communication and perception theory which had been 

formulated previously. This filmstrip also had to conform 

to those criteria generally associated with good design. 

Levels of Filmstrip Design 

The design and production of the filmstrip operated at 

two levels simultaneously. The first level was controlled 

by the intent of the message and the audience level that the 

designer of the filmstrip anticipated. The second level was 

controlled by the technical requirements which restrict the 

preparation of materials within the two-dimensional visual 

media. . These two levels must be combined within a framework 

compatible with the communication and perception theory 

formulated or accepted by the designer. 

Audience and Intent of the Message-Signal 

The audience for which the filmstrip was intended was 

a college introductory art class. Such a class is normally 

comprised of freshman students. 

66 
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As in any communications act, the intent of the message-

signal must first be defined. The intent can originate from 

the original signal-source, such as the teacher, and in such 

case is based upon the information the teacher desires to 

communicate. However, it is possible that the message may 

be the result of a need expressed by the interpreter (student) 

to the signal-source (teacher). Should the message-signaL 

originate with the teacher it will be constructed in terms 

of the teacher's life space and its meanings will be based 

upon the teacher's attitudes and perceptions. Such a signal 

must contain within its own structure a series of attention-

achieving and attention-retaining devices since the inter-

preter does not originate the felt need for this information. 

The life-space of the signal receiver (student) should be 

known by the teacher so that the maximum similarity of mean-

ing is retained during the movement of the message from the 

signal source (teacher) to the signal receiver or interpreter 

(student). If the student has originated the feeling of 

need for information, he brings with him to the communications 

process a series of desires for knowledge that provide an 

initial attention retaining situation. The student's per-

ception of his own life space as well as his preconceived 

thoughts regarding the teacher's life space will influence 

his decoding (translation) of the.signal. However, the 

major meaning the student attaches to the signal is trans-

lated in terms of his own immediate perceptions of his., life 

space rather than that of the teacher's life space. 
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Goal of the Filmstrip 

The filmstrip served as the media used to provide the 

student, who is the signal interpreter, with a fundamental 

schematic structure of the goals of design as an artistic 

expression. Spencer (10, pp. 14-29) feels these needs to 

be (1) to produce visual Form, (2) to produce a Statement, 

or (3) to produce an Expression. 

Such a goal is achieved through the use of a series of 

plastic elements (8, pp. 304-357). These elements are 

commonly known as (1) line, (2) form (this term is not in-

tended to be synonymous with Form—though there are similar-

ities) , (3) space, (4) texture, and (5) color. 

The use of the plastic elements is governed by a series 

of principles in design. These principles, commonly termed 

art principles, are (1) balance, (2) emphasis, and (3) 

continuity (8, pp. 357-386). The plastic elements and the 

art principles provide a frame of reference to evaluate the 

final visual design of the produced filmstrip. 

Structure of Filmstrip Contents 

The message-content and the intent of the filmstrip 

can be translated by the filmstrip designer into a schematic 

representation for the organization of the message. Graphic 

schematic communication assumes that a message flows in a 

logical, linear, coherent form (9). Converting the intent 

of the filmstrip prepared for this study into schematic form 
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produces the structure seen in Figure 23. In this figure, 

the basic general components or subject areas within the 

SUMMARY 
REVIEW 

MAXIMUM OF 25 MINUTES OF TIME 

pes/cv rxwc/fits 

BALANCE 
EMPHASIS 
CONTINUITY 

PJ./1ST/C £££M£*rS 

LINE 
SHAPE-FORM 
SPACE 
TEXTURE 
COLOR 

FORM 
REPRESENTATION 
EXPRESSION 

Fig. 23—Continuity-time flow of message 

specific message itself are shown within rectangles. These 

rectangles are arranged in a linear flow. However, each of 

these rectangles contains a number of secondary components 

under general headings. These secondary components represent 

a horizontal sequence in continuity-time flow of the message 

within each of the individual sections of the overall 

message. 

The sequential structure of the continuity-time flow of 

the filmstrip is shown as a horizontal one because the 

graphically-oriented twentieth-century culture visualizes a 

time flow as being linear. That linearity is left-to-right 

rather than up-to-down, down-to-up, or right-to-left (9). 

McLuhan considers this linearity as the result of the type-

face-oriented culture which is based upon a left-to-right 

sequence of signs or symbols (9). 
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The timeflow of the filmstrip was based upon the 

attention span of the individuals who make up the audience 

for the filmstrip. Research (3, 11) has indicated that the 

attention span of the average adult individual is approxi-

mately eighteen to twenty-five minutes in length. It was 

thus evident that in order to retain the attention of the 

interpreter (audience), the message should not exceed the 

attention span of the individual. The total filmstrip does 

not exceed twenty-five minutes in showing time. 

Frame Flow of the Filmstrip 

Since the length of time available for the showing of 

the filmstrip is fixed by the attention span of individuals, 

the amount of information which can be communicated is 

limited. The headings of the general components of the 

filmstrip's contents were shown in Figure 23. The technical 

capabilities of filmstrip camera magazines also produce an 

effect upon the frame flow of the filmstrip. The normal, 

non-laboratory—non-professional—camera magazine will only 

accommodate film sufficient to produce a maximum of seventy-

two exposures per roll. 

Translating the contents of the filmstrip (as it was 

shown in Figure 24) from a combination horizontal-vertical 

schematic to a completely horizontal schematic produces 

Figure 24. 
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Fig. 24—Frame flow of message 

This figure shows the components of the message trans-

lated into a linear sequence and also shows the parallel 

requirement of a time limit to the total message and a frame 

limit to the total message. It does not show the actual 

time available or assigned to each subject area in the 

sequence. 

Lettering and Graphic Requirements 

The lettering selected for the frames in this filmstrip 

was of three varieties. The lettering used for all major 

headings, attention-getting visuals, and attention-holding 

visuals is known as Pom Casual. Biegeleisen (2, p. 86) con-

siders Pom Casual as an attention-getting typeface. He says 

It is a modern typeface modeled after an 
informal kind of lettering, made to look as if it 
were brushed in by the average person doing his 
own sign. No attempt is made to achieve . 
mechanical perfection; in fact, the effect pro-
duced is one which simulates the accidental 
stroke formation rendered either with a fluid 
marking pen or a brush not specifically intended 
for professional lettering. 
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This is an interesting type design somewhat 
more free than Ballroom or Cartoon. It can be 
used very effectively for headlines and feature 
display copy and looks best in the larger . . . 

sizes (2, p. 86). 

The lettering utilized for secondary headings was a 

modified Craw Clarendon typeface. This is a Letraset Instant 

lettering type 151. For many years Clarendon and Craw 

Clarendon were standard typefaces because of their easy 

legibility. This typeface was chosen over other typefaces 

both because of its legibility and the more rigid appearance 

of its letter forms when compared with the Pom Casual type-

face. This contrast is intended to make it easy for the 

interpreter to distinguish between letter forms and typeface 

styles of the major concept headings and the secondary con-

cept headings. 

The lettering or typeface utilized for third level 

headings or information blocks is a mechanical lettering 

form produced with the use of a Leroy lettering template type 

61. This letterstyle resembles Futura Medium typeface with 

the exception of the rounded ends of the strokes of the 

letter forms. Futura Medium typeface lacks these rounded 

ends.. This letter style was chosen because of its resemblance 

to the Futura Medium typeface. Biegeleisen (2) considers 

Futura Medium typeface to be as significantly sound 

today as when it was first designed in 1928. Its outstand-

ing feature is the evenness of stroke throughout every letter 

of the alphabet. The Leroy letter form also shares this 
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characteristic with the exception of the rounded ends of the 

letter forms as has already been mentioned. 

Lettering Size for Legibility 

Once the type style or lettering had been selected, it 

was necessary to establish minimum legibility standards for 

the filmstrip. Eastman Kodak Company (5) has established a 

series of lettering standards which insure that the material 

to be projected is legible to the maximum viewing audience. 

These minimum standards for projected images are a screen 

image with a long dimension one-sixth the distance from 

screen to the farthest viewer. A value of one-eighth is 

tolerated. 

The size of the projected image is dependent upon 

several factors not directly related to the size of the 

original artwork or letter size. The focal-length of the 

lens of the projector has an effect upon the size of the 

lettering or art as it appears upon the screen. The distance 

between the projector and the screen also has an effect upon 

the final apparent size of lettering or art work as they 

are projected. 

The actual projected size of the letter is legible at 

the distances shown in Figure 25. Kodak (7) suggested that 

extra bold or condensed type faces should be avoided. 

Upper-case lettering is most suitable for titles, short 

statements, and labels. Line spacing between lines in blocks 
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Maximum Viewing Distance 

8' 12' 16' 20' 24' 28' 32' 64' 128» 
1/4~" 378* I/I11 578" 374" 7/8" F 2" 4" 

Minimum Symbol Size 

Fig. 25—Minimum Symbol Size 

of printed matter should not be less than one half the letter 

height in blocks of directly related material. In blocks of 

material in which each line is not directly related to the 

preceding line, the space between those lines should be 

one and one-half times the height of the letters (.7) . 

The size of the original art work controlled the actual 

physical dimensions of the lettering. Convenience and cost 

in preparing art and copy for reproduction controlled the 

sizes of work utilized. For material to be prepared for 

reproduction into 35 mm slides or filmstrips Eastman Kodak 

(7) suggested that all art and copy should conform to the 

arrangement shown in Figure 26. 

Utilizing art work and lettering within this size 

scale simplified procedures because it enabled standard 

five inch by seven inch photographs to be combined with hand 

drawn art and lettering into the sequences to be reproduced. 

Line weights and letter sizes were also easily established 

by the use of an Eastman Kodak scale (4, p. 7), Figure 27 

was used to establish the minimum line weights for all 

material prepared for reproduction. The scale is reproduced 

in actual size and represented the lower, left corner of a 

five inch by seven inch visual. 
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OUTSIDE CARD DIMENSIONS 5"X7" 

ALL SIGNIFICANT MATERIAL WITHIN 
AN AREA 4 1/4" X 5 7/8" 

DIMENSIONS SHOWN HERE IN 3/4 
SCALE 

Fig. 26—Dimensions for prepared visual 
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Fig. 27—Line weight size standards 
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Eastman Kodak (4, p. 7) also suggested that certain 

other considerations be kept in mind during the construction 

of a filmstrip. Simplified, these are 

1. A black or white background is poor; it is better 

to use a dark colored background. 

2. Be sure that each slide is limited to Only one main 

idea if it is at all possible. 

3. Use several simple slides rather than a complicated 

one. If something must be discussed at length, either turn 

off the projector or have additional slides to display. 

4. Plan your slides for a good visual pace in your 

program. Do not allow a slide to remain on the screen after 

you have finished discussing the material pertinent to that 

slide. 

With the foregoing in mind in regard to the technical 

requirements in the production of art and lettering for the 

filmstrip and with the frame flow and time sequence for the 

filmstrip already determined, it was time to design the 

actual visuals for the filmstrip itself. To simplify the 

coordination of visual, script continuity, and technical 

production, a series of planning cards were utilized. Tha 

design of these cards was the result of another Eastman Kodak 

(6) suggestion. Their use greatly facilitated the designing 

of the filmstrip into a smoothly flowing sequence. A plan-

ning card designed by Eastman Kodak is shown in Figure 28. 
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PROJECT ILLO. NO. 

PRODUCTION NOTES 

CONTINUITY 

Fig. 28--Planning card designed by Eastman Kodak 

The planning cards can easily be changed or arranged in 

any order during the planning stages. This provides the 

possibilities of careful consideration related to the 

arrangement of the continuity of the filmstrip, and at the 

same time it guards against the possibility of omitting 

important material. The following pages indicate the 

structure of the filmstrip in the sequence in which each 

frame appears. By examining the filmstrip on a frame-by-

frame basis it is possible to discuss the rationale for the 

filmstrip frame's visual design in each instance. The intent 

of each filmstrip frame is examined briefly and the con-

tinuity, or script, is included. 
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Filmstrip Design and Script 

Frame one exists as a technical requirement only. It 

is necessary to have a means of focusing the projector prior 

to the beginning of the filmstrip. A design comprised of 

linear configurations is easier to focus than a design made 

of a number of continuous tones. 

The design of this frame is regular and formal in 

nature. The precise crispness of the line weights makes it 

easy to adjust the focus of the projector. The yellow of 

the base hue of the visual enables the projector to produce 

a good contrast ratio and results in a bright image. Black 

on yellow is considered to be highly legible (1, p. 9). The 

emotional key of the visual is intended to be pleasant and 

possibly exciting. 

Frame two, "Title," is intended to serve as a brief, 

attention-getting device to focus attention towards a 

specific area of thought. It serves as an introduction, and 

presents the title, "Design—An Introduction," to the inter-

preter. 

Script: The artist or designer allows little 
in a design to be the result of chance. The 
reasoning may be subconscious, but the work is 
intentional--the work is designed. This filmstrip 
is an introduction to the elements and principles 
which the artist uses as tools as he designs. 

The title frame utilizes Pom Casual typeface as the 

lettering style. A red background and a white design are 

arranged in an informal structure which is intended to pro-

vide emphasis to the word "Design." The informal balance of 
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the composition attempts to suggest that this subject: is 

neither staid nor boring. Under high projection luminosity 

there may be a slight visual vibration between the red and 

white areas. This vibration is intended to attract and hold 

the interpreter's attention. 

Frame three, "Introduction," is intended to serve as a 

means of indicating concept direction. It also serves as a 

recall mechanism for giving order to the data which will be 

presented during the first part of the filmstrip. 

Script: In each finished piece of work -the 
artist seeks to convey three different ideas or 
concepts at the same time. These are: (1) Form, 
(2) Representation, and (3) Expression. We shall 
examine each of these separately. 

Semi-formal in configuration, this frame contrasts the 

cool blue-green background against colored circles. The 

hues in the circles will reappear as the background hues of 

each of the visuals specifically related to their subjects. 

This will provide a subconscious remembrance and expectation 

to the interpreter as the new visual appears. The cool, 

blue-green is intended to present a feeling of interest to 

the interpreter. 

Frame four, "Form," is intended to serve as a simple 

graphic to focus attention. Verhal amplification conveys 

specific data to the interpreter. 

Script: Form is one of the goals of the 
artist as he designs. In form, subject matter 
is of lesser importance. Rather, emphasis is 
on lines, tones, textures, shapes, and colors. 
The goal is to appreciate these elements in 
themselves. The total design or arrangement of: 
the visual is called "Form." 
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This frame appears with the colors reversed from the 

preceding visual. The title word is asymmetrically oriented 

and is intended to serve as an attention-getting device to 

enable the interpreter to attach categorical meaning to the 

verbal amplification delivered by the signal source—which 

is, in this instance, the teacher. 

Frame five, "Form," is a visual example which is in-

tended to serve as a means of strengthening the data re-

ceived from frame four. 

Script: Sometimes visualizing a scene in 
a slightly different way helps to understand a 
concept such as Form. Here is a high contrast 
photograph of a group of trees with sunshine 
beaming between the branches. Notice how the 
trees have become shapes and lines without any 
gray tones. Now we see only black and white 
areas. The arrangement of the black and white 
areas presents a visual image which may affect 
us strongly. This frame is an example of form. 

This frame is asymmetrically designed and is intended 

to be visually disturbing. The high contrast between the 

blacks and whites is intended to destroy the naturalistic 

representation of the trees and reduce this example from 

nature to a visual design. 

Frame six, "Form," is a second example used to expand 

the perceptual experience of the interpreter. It is in-

tended to allow him to identify variations of combinations 

identifiable as belonging to the concept of Form. 

Script: Form can appear many times when 
it is often unexpected. Bright sunlight 
reflecting from stone and brick on a wall can 
make the stone and brick disappear and other 
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things become more important. These are stained 
glass windows on a church wall. The light re-
flecting from some of the glass produces irregular 
patterns which contribute to the form or design 
of this frame. 

This frame is also informal or asymmetrical in arrange-

ment. Like the preceding frame, this visual uses high 

contrast to change reality in order to reduce an area to its 

most basic design configurations. The sharp contrast between 

lights and darks is intended to produce a visual unease on 

the part of the interpreter and to help hold his attention. 

Frame seven, "Representation," is a simple graphic 

which is intended to serve as a means of holding the attention 

of the interpreter. At the same time, verbal amplification 

from the signal source (teacher) conveys specific data. 

Script: Representation is the second of the 
goals of the artist or designer. By representa-
tion, it is meant the means by which the subject 
matter or message is conveyed. It does not always 
mean naturalistic or realistic representation. 
In fact, there are three kinds of representation 
utilized by the artist. Let's examine these three 
kinds of representation. 

Utilizing the colors used to indicate representation in 

frame number three, this frame reverses the background and 

subject-circle colors. This reversal occurs to provide 

variety in the visuals to which the interpreter is exposed. 

This visual, though the subject emphasis area splits the 

frame horizontally through the center of the frame, is 

asymmetrical in design due to the circular mass of color on 

the left side of the frame. 
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Frame eight, "Representation," is a visual example 

which is intended to strengthen the data which was presented 

to the interpreter in the preceding frame. 

Script: The artist or designer may use any 
or all of three types of representation. These 
types are (1) symbol, (2) stylization, and 
(3) iconographic. Symbols involve the use of an 
artificial design or form to represent a specific. 
Letters or words are symbols. Flags are symbols, 
as are hearts or any other artificial designs which 
have larger meanings. Stylization involves chang-
ing or exaggerating reality so that it still 
bears resemblances to that reality, but so that 
certain areas are much more emphasized. Styliza-
tion often neglects details but retains the basic 
forms from which the designer began to work. -
Iconographic is the third type of representation, 
and is actually the type of representation that 
most often comes to mind. Realism or naturalistic 
appearance is characteristic of iconographic 
representation. 

Craw Clarendon typeface indicates that this visual 

contains material of a secondary information level impor-

tance. This frame is asymmetrical in configuration. The 

light tint of orange used as the visual's background is in-

tended to be relatively static and quiet so as to provide 

some visual holding power but so as not to detract from the 

signal source's (teacher's) audio-communication. 

Frame nine, "Representation," is a second example which 

is intended to expand the perceptual experiences of the 

interpreter in order to allow him to identify variations of 

combinations of designs identifiable as belonging to the 

concept of Representation. 
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Script: Here is the same subject, woman, 
shown first in symbol form. The pink circle 
and cross design is the biological symbol for 
woman. Pink is also considered the color of 
femininity. The yellow-green shape is a 
stylized form or design for woman as a fashion 
designer depicts femininity. On the right is 
a semi-realistic drawing of a woman as an 
artist attempts to portray woman in iconographic 
form. A realistic photograph would have been 
a completely iconographic method of portraying 
a woman. 

This asymmetrically arranged frame utilizes the con-

trasts of black and white to produce visual impact. Color, 

in the form of the symbol and stylization examples, provides 

patches of interest and variety. The figure on the right of 

the composition is divided from the rest of the composition 

by a vertical golden proportion. A horizontal golden propor-

tion touches the bottom edge of the cross on the biological 

symbol. 

Frame ten, "Expression," is a simple graphic which is 

intended to serve as a focus of attention for the inter-

preter. Verbal amplification from the signal source, the 

teacher, provides specific data. 

Script: Expression is the third of the 
goals of the artist or designer. Artists often 
say "statement" or "message" when they speak of 
expression. What they mean is that every well-
designed pice of work should contain something 
within it which the viewer can respond to emo-
tionally. If the work has been well-designed, 
the viewer wi-ll have some sort of feeling, 
whether positive or negative, about the message 
within the visual. The viewer, the interpreter, 
will not be neutral toward well-designed work. 
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The reversal of colors in this frame follows the pro-

cedure utilized in frame three and frame seven to provide a 

visual change of pace to the interpreter and to help maintain 

an attention-holding situation for the message-signal from 

the signal-source. The horizontal division of the frame is 

arranged along the lower, horizontal golden division of the 

rectangle. The visual weight of the frame is asymmetrically 

arranged with emphasis placed upon the left side of the frame. 

Frame eleven, "Expression," is a visual example which 

is intended to strengthen the data received by the inter-

preter from the preceding frame. 

Script: This drawing by a talented high 
school girl is an attempt to communicate the 
feeling of the confusion she feels as a young, 
exploring person. The faceless people, hidden 
behind their sunglasses, refuse to communicate 
meaningful thoughts or ideas to her. Confused, 
she tries to communicate through her drawing. 

The strong contrasts between black and white emphasize 

the conflicts which underlie the meaning communicated in 

this asymmetrical design. Space is an important part of 

this design. The face of the girl is positioned on the 

left, vertical golden division. The line quality itself is 

fragile and twisted in appearance, and lends additional 

emphasis to the total form of the design. 

Frame twelve, "Expression," is a second example which 

is intended to expand the perceptual experiences of the 

interpreter. It should allow him to identify variations of 

design combinations identifiable as belonging to the concept 

of Expression. 
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Script: This woodcut is entitled "Votive 
Figures." Votive figures are religious figures. 
The artist here hopes to express the strong 
feeling of faith, fervor, or ecstasy. The 
strength of the blacks and whites and the spaces 
and figures produce an emotional impact even if 
you do not know the name of the woodcut or what 
the artist intended. 

This frame is asymmetrical in the positioning of the 

woodcut. The arrangement of the woodcut design itself is 

also asymmetrical. This lack of symmetry lends itself to 

the strong energy that appears captured within the woodcut. 

Frame thirteen, "Form, Representation, and Expression," 

is a synthesis or combination of the areas_ of intent in 

design. This combination is intended to show the relation-

ship or interworkings of one of these areas with another. 

Script: This woodcut contains the elements 
of Form, Representation, and Expression. The 
strong lines and shapes present a striking 
design which is handled in a stylized manner of 
representation. The rather vigorous lines and 
masses in the design present an arrangement to 
which the artist hopes the viewer responds in 
some emotional manner. 

This frame is also symmetrically arranged in keeping 

with the sequence of variations of placement of frames. The 

face of the subject of this design is positioned along the 

left, vertical golden proportion of the white background 

area and along the upper, horizontal golden proportion of 

the entire frame. 

Frame fourteen, "Form, Representation, and Expression," 

is the second example intended to produce a synthesis or 

combination of the areas of intent in design. This visuaL 
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should also show the relationship or irmexr workings of one 

design area with another. 

Script: This silk-screen print also contains 
the elements of Form, Representation, and Expres-
sion. The masses and planes of each face are re-
duced into a stylized design. The colors selected 
help the viewer have a pleasant feeling as he 
views these three variations of a girl's face. 
The space outside the outlines of the faces is an 
important part of the design. 

This filmstrip frame was designed on the principle of 

division by thirds and is intended to present an exciting 

and colorful fantasy-image. The light green and yellow used 

as the dominant colors are accented with the flowing lines 

of the hair which are printed in a violet hue. To tie the 

composition together, the division by thirds (horizontal) 

touches the eyes of the first face and the chin of the third. 

The lower division line (horizontal) touches the chin of the 

first face and the eyes of the third. On a vertical division, 

each face fits within a golden proportion segment of the 

rectangle. 

Frame fifteen, "Art Elements," is a simple graphic 

which is intended to serve as a focus for attention while 

verbal amplification conveys specific data. At the same 

time, it provides a shift in major subject emphasis to pro-

vide a subheading in data. 

Script: The conceptual tools that the 
artist uses to produce his finished work are: 
(1) line, (2) shape-form, (3) space, (4) 
texture, and (5) color. These are the plastic 
elements. The word "plastic" means ". .. . 
something which can be shaped or farmed" (8, 
p. 537). Thus, plastic elements are those 
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elements which can be used to form or produce 
other things or concepts. 

This frame is intended to produce a visual set to 

enable the interpreter to think of the plastic elements as 

a unit. The small, colored squares adjacent to each word 

produce a color key to the background color for each of the 

slides to follow. The irregular design of the wording and 

squares is placed over a blue background. The blue, intended 

to be restful, is vibrated by the colored squares to keep 

the viwer interested. 

Frame sixteen, "Line," is intended to be a simple 

graphic which will serve to focus the attention of the 

interpreter while the signal source, the teacher, provides 

verbal amplification in the form of specific data. 

Script: The first of the plastic elements 
is line. A line is actually a point moving in 
both time and space. It has length and breadth, 
and may have varying degrees of width from very 
thin to very thick. 

This frame is intended to hold attention to a specific 

area while verbal amplification provides the majority of 

data. A yellow-orange background is intended to provide a 

vibrating contrast when it is placed behind the black letter-

ing. The lettering is similarly placed on this visual when 

it is compared to the preceding frame. This placement is 

intended to provide a continuity of thought for the inter-

preter. 
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Frame seventeen,. "Line," is intended to demonstrate 

line as it appears as a concept in designs which often 

appear in the environment. 

Script: Line begins with a motionless dot in 
space.^ As it begins to move, it produces a 
sensation of line motion. If a line follows the 
surface of an object until it comes back on itself, 
it produces a closure or form. 

This composition is informal with black lines on a white 

background. This combination is intended to produce an 

effect keyed to the interpreter's feeling of a drawing on a 

white page done with a pen or pencil. The three visual 

elements of line are shown so that the verbal amplification 

can supply details to examples which are visually oriented. 

The structure containing the word "linemotion" is.placed 

upon the upper, horizontal golden division of the frame. 

Frame eighteen, "Line," is a simple example of line as 

it appears in the possible environment of the interpreter. 

This familiarity of the example to the interpreter should 

enable a rapid assimilation of the concept intended. 

Script: These trees silhouetted against 
the sky seem to be composed of lines. Some of 
the lines are thick; some of the lines are 
thin. The lines which make up the edges of 
the trees enclose an area within them. This. 
area is shape or form. 

Trees appear as examples of line against the clearness 

of the sky. These lines produce a series of. twisted patterns 

of black against the white background. Linemotion is ex-

pressed in the character of each limb. The thickness and 
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thinness of the lines of the limbs present living examples 

of what the artist calls the "breathing line." 

Frame nineteen, "Line," is an example from life of the 

part line may play in the physical environment of the inter-

preter. Using an example from life is intended to tie the 

visual and the interpreter closer together. 

Script: This sketch or drawing of a hand 
is an example of the use of line by the artist. 
The contours of the hand are delineated with 
a rough, flowing line which has a character of 
its own even though it is used to show something 
else when it is used to depict the hand. 

In this frame the concept of line is continued using a 

drawing of a hand as an example. In this example, the hand 

has been sketched in with a rapidly flowing pen line. The 

informal design of the hand has been placed against the 

bright red background in order to provide sharp contrast 

between the red and black colors. The thumb of the hand is 

placed along the upper, horizontal golden division. The 

left edge of the hand ends on the left, vertical golden 

division. 

Frame twenty, "Shape-form," is intended to serve as a 

simple graphic to focus the attention of the interpreter 

while verbal amplification from the signal source, the 

teacher, conveys data. ; 

Script: Shape or form is the second of the 
plastic elements. When a line encloses an area, 
the area contained within those lines begins to 
take on characteristics of its own. This area 
is called shape or form. 
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The informal design of the black letters against the 

yellow-orange background is intended to present an interest-

catching contrast to the black and white frame which preceded 

it. This change of visual pace is intended to help maintain 

interest on the part of the interpreter as the message from 

the signal source (teacher) continues. 

Frame twenty-one, "Form," is a simple visual example 

intended to present the interpreter with an example from his 

possible environment. This example is intended to demonstrate 

the use of form in design. 

Script: Primitive peoples are often strongly 
concerned with form in a design. In this bark 
painting by Australian Bushmen, the kangaroos 
are strongly shown as form in a stylized, semi-
representational manner. 

This filmstrip frame is asymmetrical and informal in 

design. The larger kangaroo on the left is not evenly spaced 

in the composition; because of his size and long tail he 

visually appears to have his weight on the left side of the 

composition. Visual texture in the background and the 

strong dark-and-light of the figures provide areas which are 

intended to be visually attention-holding. 

Frame twenty-two, "Form," is an example from life on 

the part form plays in the physical environment of the inter-

preter. Such an approach is intended to tie the visual and 

the interpreter closer together. 
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Script: This close-up from a stained glass 
church window is an excellent example of form. 
Each area of glass and frame, as well as the 
areas between the pieces of glass, have taken on 
qualities of design which make them attractive 
in themselves. 

This frame shows a two-dimensional application of the 

concept of form. In this example of detail of a church 

window, the dark, pebbled areas represent shape and form in 

a series of areas of irregular outlines. This frame is in-

tended to contain elements of the concept "things in space" 

which will be considered in later frames. This design is 

informal in structure. Verbal amplification from the signal 

source, the teacher, stresses shape-form and space. This 

frame also contains examples of texture which will appear in 

frame thirty-two. 

Frame twenty-three, "Space," is a simple graphic which 

is intended to focus the attention of the interpreter while 

the signal source, the teacher, conveys specific data through 

verbal amplification. In this instance, the major informa-

tion source is from the verbal amplification; the visual is 

secondary in value. 

Script: Space is the third of the plastic 
elements. When line delineates form there are 
always areas where form does not occur. These 
areas are spaces. They can be actual space— 
such as in a three-dimensional object, or they 
can be a blank area in a two-dimensional object 
or field. 

This frame is intended to serve simply as an attention-

catching device. The text word "space" is positioned on the 
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frame in the same position that it occupied in the original-

frame which introduced the plastic elements. The red-orange 

background is intended to visually vibrate against the black 

lettering. Such a vibration will serve to hold the inter-

preter's attention. 

Frame twenty-four, "Space," is another example of space 

in a design which is intended to show the relationship of 

space and form to the interpreter. Verbal amplification from 

the signal source, the teacher, accompanies this example. 

Script: Without space around an object it 
is often difficult to determine where an object 
begins or ends if there is no color in the 
composition. The girl here is made interesting 

• by her position in the frame and the space 
around her. The small marks in the background 
lend accent to the total form of the frame. 

The strongly stylized illustration for this frame is 

asymmetrical in design. The emphasis is intended to be 

placed on the face and mouth of the seated girl. The right 

vertical golden proportion crosses the filmstrip frame along 

the right edge of the face of the girl, then it drops 

downward through the fingers and thumb of the hand on her 

shoulder. The stark black and white of the original art 

reproduces with a slightly bluish cast. Small textural 

background marks are intended to relieve the monotony of the 

blank area. 

Frame twenty-five, "Space," is an example from the 

possible environment of the interpreter of the part space 

plays in the physical environment. This is intended to tie 

the visual and the interpreter closer together. 
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Script: Space is all around an object. In 
other words, space is usually three-dimensional. 
Some of these tree branches are in front of 
other branches. Space, in the composition, is 
in front of and in back of, as well as around, 

each branch in this frame. 

This frame is asymmetrical in design. The twisted 

branches outlined against the sky seem to have an organic, 

living quality that is not static, but is instead dynamic. 

The lower third of the composition is dark and somewhat 

textural. The eye movement of the viewer is intended to be 

circular in movement and is intended to move between the 

tree branch in the upper right section of the frame and the 

long, twisted, heavy branch which represents the lower 

visible portion of the tree. 

Frame twenty-six, "Space—the picture plane," is in-

tended to demonstrate that space is actually comprised of a 

number of components. This visual attempts to demonstrate 

the idea that space has physical interior limitations due to 

characteristics of the media in which it is exhibited. 

Script: Space is actually comprised of 
several elements. The first element usually 
examined by the designer is the picture plane. 
What this really means is whether the picture 
is flat (two-dimensional) like a mosaic, or 
does it have attempts at portraying depth (three-
dimensional) and try to represent things much as 
they are seen with normal, human vision. 

This filmstrip frame is an extremely formal design. 

The white arrows cut the frame in half through the vertical-

and horizontal dimensions. The black lines placed against 

the white background are intended to provide a stark visual-
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contrast. The red and blue arrows provide emphasis with the 

red arrow suggesting possible forward movement, and the blue 

arrow possible retreating movement. 

Frame twenty-seven, "Space—the picture frame," is a 

second component of the characteristics of space. This 

visual is intended to demonstrate the idea that space has 

physical interior limitations in design also. 

Script: The second component of space is 
the picture frame. The picture frame simply 
indicates how much is contained in the picture 
or object which we view. The picture frame 
limits how wide and how high the composition -
is. The picture plane, previously discussed, 
indicates how deep the composition is. 

This filmstrip frame is formal and symmetrical in 

design. Like the preceding frame, this frame depends upon 

the sharp contrast of black and white to provide visual 

impact. This frame is intended to resemble a textbook draw-

ing to the interpreter. 

Frame twenty-eight, "Positive-negative space," is a 

third component of space. This visual is intended to intro-

duce the concept of space as being occupied and unoccupied. 

Script: Space within the picture plane 
can be broken down still further into other 
component parts. Space contains elements 
which we refer to as positive or negative 
space. Positive space is the subject or 
"figure" in a composition. Negative space 
is the background or "ground" in the composi-
tion or design. 

This frame depends strongly upon an asymmetrical design 

for its effect. The caption is arranged along the upper, 
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horizontal, golden mean division.. The black lettering 

produces a high degree of legibility when it is contrasted 

against the pale yellow background tint of the frame. In 

the example of positive-negative space shown, the figure is 

drawn in negative space (dark areas) with the exception of 

the woman's hair which is also dark. The positive aspects 

of the figure appear by the artist's omission of lines or 

masses. 

Frame twenty-nine, "Things in space," demonstrates an 

aspect of positive-negative space. This abstract example is 

intended to focus the attention of the interpreter while the 

signal source, the teacher, provides data through verbal 

amplification. 

Script: Here is an abstract representation 
of the concept of a "thing" in space. The white 
area represents space, and the red silhouette of 
the vase represents a thing floating within 
space. The red vase becomes positive space and 
the white area becomes negative space. 

This frame represents negative space as white and a 

thing (positive space), a shape-form, as red. In this 

formal, symmetrical composition, the thing seemingly floats 

in the void of white space. Using red and white in the 

schematic is intended to simplify early attempts by the 

interpreter to identify areas of positive and negative space 

in a composition. 

Frame thirty, "Space in things," is still another aspect 

of positive-negative space. This visual is intended to 

demonstrate an example of the concept of" Space in things-. 
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Script: Here is the same vase; however, 
this time handles have been added. Negative 
space is shown as white; positive space is 
shown in red. Thus, within the area enclosed 
by the handles there is actually space within 
a thing. A flat design still contains a 
representation of space within a design just 
as would a three-dimensional sculpture. 

This filmstrip frame is very simple in design. It is 

symmetrical and formal in balance. The red positive space 

is intended to be extremely legible when placed against the 

white positive space. 

Frame thirty-one, "Positive-negative space," is intended 

to serve as an example from the probable environment of the 

interpreter of the part space plays in the physical environ-

ment. This is intended to tie the visual and the interpreter 

closer together. 

Script: Looking through the space or holes 
in this brick wall presents a view of an actual 
example of a design which contains space within 
a thing. The empty spaces in this divider wall 
are as much a part of the wall design as are 
the bricks themselves. The bricks are positive 
spaces; the spaces between the bricks are 
negative spaces. Thus, in this one wall we have 
both positive and negative space. 

The monotony of the repeating rectangles of brick in 

this filmstrip frame is somewhat relieved by the visually 

textural areas behind the wall. These areas, which are 

viewed through the wall, are randomly light and dark, and 

they are intended to give visual relief when they are viewed. 

The contrasts of light and dark are intended to be attention-

holding. 
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Frame, thirty-two, "Texture," is a simple visual which 

is intended to focus the attention of the interpreter. The 

signal source, the teacher, conveys specific information 

through verbal amplification. 

Script: Texture, the fourth of the plastic 
elements, represents both a physical and visual 
aspect. Texture represents any degree of 
smoothness or roughness of a surface. Smooth, 
bumpy, or sharp surfaces all represent degrees 
of texture. The smooth egg and the rough 
plastic both have textural surfaces, but they 
represent different degrees of texture. 

In defining texture as one of the plastic elements in 

this frame, the gray background corresponds to the gray 

square keyed to the word "texture" on frame fifteen. The 

black lettering and simple photographs are arranged along 

the lower, horizontal golden division line in the rectangular 

composition. 

Frame thirty-three, "Texture," is intended to allow 

texture to be demonstrated as an actuality to the interpreter. 

A subject from the possible environment of the interpreter 

is utilized in this example. 

Script: The cut, worn, and pitted surface 
of a large rock represents a good example of a 
textural surface. This rock has smooth areas, 
curved areas, and rough or bumpy areas. All of 
these surfaces represent various degrees of 
texture. 

This frame is a black and white photograph of a textural 

rocky surface. This surface has areas ranging from rough to 

very smooth. All, of course, represent texture. Such rock 

can be seen in many areas, and should be familiar to the 
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interpreter. The rhythmic pattern of the rock surface 

resembles ocean waves or water in movement, and is visually 

stimulating to the interpreter at the same time that the 

signal source, the teacher, provides verbal amplification. 

Frame thirty-four, "Tactile surface," is a simple 

graphic frame which contains the definition for a term not 

always properly understood. This frame receives verbal 

amplification from the signal source, the teacher, while the 

interpreter focuses his attention upon the visual. 

Script: Any textural surface has a tactile 
quality. Tactile refers to the textural quality 
of a surface which invites the sense of touch. 
A mink coat or a piece of polished wood both 

• have tactile surfaces, but the actual feeling 
of each is very different to the touch. 

In this frame the word "tactile" is defined in the most 

basic terms. An orange tint is used.for the background and 

black lettering is used for the text block. The visual is 

informal in balance and composition and it attempts to 

present a rather free sense, even though the definition is 

in the precise, regular Futura Medium italic typeface. The 

heading, the word to be defined, is in the Craw Clarendon 

typeface which is intended to be attention-getting. Verbal 

amplification from the signal source," the teacher, accompanies 

the visual. 

Frame thirty-five, "Tactile surface," is an example 

from the possible environment of the interpreter of a-

tactile surface which elicits the desire to touch. 
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Script: This object has a tactile quality 
which invites the individual to touch and feel. 
This rock is both rough and smooth at the same 
time. Can you explain this apparent contradic-
tion? You cannot tell how large this area of 
the rock is because you have no reference area. 

The intensity of the rock surface in this frame is in-

tended to produce a desire to touch it when it is viewed by 

the interpreter. The irregular rectangles produced by the 

cracks in the rock surface produce a surface that appears 

interesting to the designer. No size reference is given as 

to the dimensions of the texture, and the interpreter must 

react in terns of his own perceptions of its size. 

Frame thirty-six, "Tactile surface," is intended to be 

a second example of the concept of tactile surface. This 

example is from life, and is intended to reinforce the 

definition given in the preceding frame. 

Script: Rocks and grass present textural 
qualities which we like to experience. Lying 
on a grassy lawn or on a large rock are both 
experiences which are related to our desire to 
touch a painting or a piece of sculpture. This 
close-up view of a section of a tree shows a 
heavy wood grain which people like to touch. 
It is an example of a physical as well as a 
visually tactile surface. 

This frame is another example of a tactile surface. 

This detail of the textural surface of a tree shows natural 

surface (woodgrain) which has both visual and physical 

characteristics. The roughness of the wood is such that the 

interpreter is aware of both the visual and physical textures. 

The linear quality of the woodgrain is balanced against the 

darker masses on the right side of the composition. 
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Frame thirty-seven, "Color," introduces the interpreter 

to the visual concept of the color wheel. This concept is 

shown as a simple schematic and indicates the positions of 

primary, secondary, and tertiary colors. 

Script: Color is the final plastic element. 
The design on the right represents the color wheel 
through which color is normally discussed. For 
the structure and relationships of colors to one 
another in this design, circles represent primary 
hues. Squares represent secondary hues, and 
triangles represent tertiary hues. Note the way 
these areas fit together on the color wheel. 

This asymmetrical frame introduces the concept of color 

and the structure of the color wheel. The_light yellow of 

the background is intended to vibrate against the geometric 

shapes placed against it. The Pom Casual lettering is in-

tended to be attention-getting and to act as a title for the 

visual. A vertical division of the axis of the geometric 

design crosses through a golden division of the rectangle. 

A horizontal line drawn through the horizontal circles 

touches a horizontal golden division. 

Frame thirty-eight, "Color—primary colors," is a visual 

intended to allow the interpreter to identify the primary 

hues visually in their correct hue. Verbal amplification 

from the signal source, the teacher, accompanies the projec-

tion of this visual. 

Script: The primary colors are red, yellow, 
and blue. These colors are the colors from which 
all other colors are mixed. These colors cannot 
be mixed from any of the other colors—they are 
pure in themselves. We usually visualize these 
three hues as being arranged in a triangle such 
as we see here. 
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This frame shows the primary colors as a formal design 

in the form of an equilateral triangle against the gray back-

ground. The upper edge of the blue and red circles touches 

a horizontal golden division. The lower edge of the yellow 

circle touches the other horizontal golden division. Divided 

vertically, the frame could be divided into three sections 

with the center third with its edges against the inside of 

both the blue and red circles. 

Frame thirty-nine, "Color—secondary colors," illustrates 

the correct appearance of the secondary colors so that the 

interpreter can properly identify them at a later date. The 

pattern of their arrangement is basic to the color wheel as 

it has already been introduced. Verbal amplification from 

the signal source, the teacher, accompanies the visual. 

Script: The secondary colors are each made by 
mixing two of the primary colors. Red and blue 
mix to make violet which is shown on the bottom. 
Red and yellow mix to make orange which is shown 
on the upper right. Blue and yellow mix to make 
green which is shown at the upper left of the frame. 

This frame is also a formal design in the form of an 

equilateral triangle. However, this triangle points its 

apex toward the bottom of the frame. When this triangle is 

placed over the preceding triangle, the two triangles overlap 

to produce the circular design seen in the first frame on 

color. The secondary colors shown in this frame are also 

placed against a gray background and each square is placed 

against the gray without the addition of any darker outline. 
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Horizontal division of the composition through green and 

orange will touch the horizontal, upper golden division of 

the frame. 

Frame forty, "Color—tertiary colors," is intended to 

demonstrate the tertiary hues so that the interpreter can 

identify the correct hue when he is again exposed to it. 

The pattern is basic to the pattern of the color wheel which 

was introduced in frame thirty-seven. 

Script: Tertiary colors are made by mixing 
a primary color and a secondary color. Proceed-
ing clockwise, we have yellow-orange, red-orange, 
red-violet, blue-violet, blue-green, and yellow-
green. These are the tertiary hues. Notice how 
the name of the tertiary hue is made up of the 
addition of the primary hue name and then the 
secondary hue name—in that order. 

This frame shows the tertiary hues arranged as small 

triangles around the black-outlined spaces which represent 

the missing primary and secondary hues. This formal composi-

tion suggests itself because of the positioning of the two 

preceding frames. 

Frame forty-one, "Color wheel," is the completed color 

wheel with the correct example of each of the primary, 

secondary, or tertiary hues in place. The structure of the 

color wheel is now intended to be set in the mind of: the 

interpreter. 

Script: Here is the completed color wheel. 
Remember that the primary colors are red, blue, 
and yellow. The secondary colors are orange, 
violet, and green. The tertiary colors are 
yellow-orange, red-orange, red-violet, blue-
violet, blue-green, and yellow-green. While 
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there is not a fixed rule to always arrange the 
colors in this order, this pattern is often used. 

In this frame the completed color wheel appears with 

the primary, secondary, and tertiary hues in place. This 

completed color wheel is shown against a light gray back-

ground in order to provide better color rendition. The 

actual design elements such as golden divisions, etc. have 

already been discussed with each of the separate frames 

which were combined to make this frame. 

Frames thirty-seven through forty-one have attempted to 

logically show the development of the concept of the color 

wheel. These frames have all been structured upon the 

design of frame thirty-seven. 

Frame forty-two, "Color—complementary colors," is 

intended to hold the attention of the interpreter. It also 

is intended to demonstrate examples of complementary colors 

while verbal amplification explains the concept of comple-

mentary colors. 

Script: Complementary colors are those colors 
which face one another across the color wheel. 
Red and green are complements as they are shown 
here. Blue and orange are complements. 

This frame is a formal, symmetrically-arranged design. 

An example of pure hue red faces an example of pure hue 

green in the same relationship that these two hues utilized 

on the color wheel which was previously shown. Placed 

against a gray background, these colors are demonstrated as 

place relationships on the color wheel to enable the 
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interpreter to visualize the place arrangement of a comple-

mentary color scheme. 

Frame forty-three, "Color—analogous colors," is In-

tended to hold the attention of the interpreter. At the 

same time, it is also intended to present examples of 

analogous colors while verbal amplification from the signal 

source, the teacher, explains briefly the concept of analogous 

colors. 

Script: Analogous colors are those adjacent 
hues on a color wheel. Analogous combinations 
contain three to five adjacent colors and have a 
common color. Here are three examples of orange, 
yellow-orange, and yellow which are adjacent on 
the color wheel. This is an analogous combina-
tion. 

This frame shows the analogous colors as elliptical 

shapes rather than as circles, squares, or triangles. These 

shapes range across the right side of the composition in an 

enlarged version of a section of the color wheel. The 

design of this frame is asymmetrical and informal in nature. 

Frame forty-four, "Color—hue, value, and intensity," 

is intended to provide the definitions of three basic words 

in the vocabulary of color. Verbal amplification from the 

signal source, the teacher, is intended to reinforce the 

interpreter's understanding of the definition. 

Script: Before we discuss color further, 
there are three terms whicji we should first 
understand. Hue is "the name of the color, '' 
such as red, green, or blue. Value in a hue 
is the lightness or darkness of the hue. The 
artist creates changes in apparent value 
through the addition of black or white to a 
hue. We call these changes tints and shades. 
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Intensity refers to the purity or brightness 
of the hue itself. 

In this frame the interpreter is intended to view the 

words "hue, value, tint, shade, (and) intensity" as black 

writing on a blue-green background. This is intended to 

provide a legible visual. The Craw Clarendon typeface is 

used to denote the secondary level of importance of this 

data. It was also chosen because of its easy legibility. 

This frame is asymmetrical and informal in design. 

Frame forty-five, "Value change," is an example of the 

structural arrangement of the concept of value. The purpose 

of this visual is to provide a means of establishing the 

difference between value and intensity for the interpreter. 

Verbal amplification from the signal source, the teacher, 

provides additional data to the interpreter. 

Script: Variations in value of a hue are 
called shades or tints. The mixing of black with 
a hue produces a shade. The mixing of white with 
a hue produces a tint. In this frame, the hue 
is shown as a circle. Shades are- shown to the 
left of the circle. Tints are shown to the right. 
These are value changes. 

This formal frame utilizes a horizontal arrangement of 

a series of chips of examples of value changes of orange to 

illustrate the variations of value. The center of the orange 

circle is positioned on the upper, horizontal golden propor-

tion line. The Futura- Medium lettering in black is formally 

positioned across the lower half of the frame. 
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Frame forty-six, "Intensity change," is an example of 

a structural arrangement of the concept of intensity. The 

purpose of this frame is to provide a means of establishing 

the difference between value and intensity for the inter-

preter. Verbal amplification from the signal source, the 

teacher, provides the interpreter with additional data. 

Script: Variations in the intensity, or 
brilliance, of a hue can be produced in two ways. 
One method is to mix the complementary hue with 
the hue being changed. This frame shows some of 
the intensity modifications which occur as orange 
and blue-green are added to one another. Equal 
amounts of each hue mixed together produce a -gray 
which is shown in the center of this frame. 
Another way of producing an intensity change, not 
shown, is to add a neutral gray to a hue. 

This formal, or symmetrically arranged, frame utilizes 

a horizontal placement of color chips contrasted with a 

white background for legibility. Futura Medium lettering 

provides data. This lettering is arranged along the lower, 

horizontal golden proportion of the filmstrip frame. 

Frame forty-seven, "Favorite colors of adults," shows to 

the interpreter the basic favorite hues of adults. The 

frame is intended to serve as an attention-holding device 

and, at the same time, to indicate the actual hues under 

discussion. Verbal amplification from the signal source, the 

teacher, provides data to the interpreter during the viewing 

of the frame. 

Script: Each individual has favorite colors 
that he prefers. Adults have favorite colors 
that are different from the favorite colors of 
children. For example, most adults prefer—in. 
order—blue, green, and red. 
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In this frame the favorite colors of adults axe- shown 

as a precise, formal design of three evenly spaced elliptical 

shapes against a light gray background. This design is in-

tended to produce a regular, rhythmic appearance. 

Frame forty-eight, "Favorite colors of children," is 

intended to capture the attention of the interpreter and to 

turn his thoughts toward children. Verbal amplification 

from the signal source, the teacher, provides the interpreter 

with a specific comment. 

Script: Children prefer the hue yellow -
above all other colors. But after the age of 
seven or eight years children begin to shift 
their color choices until by their late teens 
they usually prefer the hues of blue, green, 

or red—like adults. 

This frame is an informal, linear design of yellow 

figures on a dark background. This design is intended to be 

whimsical, and child-like in its appearance. The design of 

this frame is the result of the linear, geometric shapes of 

the pieces of many children's games. The design is intended 

to have a left-to-right eye movement which is attention 

catching when it is first viewed by the interpreter. 

Frame forty-nine, "Emotional effects of color," is 

intended to serve as an attention holding device to hold 

the attention of the interpreter while the signal source, 

the teacher, provides verbal amplification. This frame is 

intended to focus attention toward the psychological- concept 

of reactions to color. 
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Script: Color influences each person 
differently. Psychologists have long been 
studying the emotional influences of color. 
Color is an exhaustive subject in itself, 
and we have only briefly examined the concept 
of color. Before we leave color for the 
moment, we should examine one last problem 
related to color. 

This frame is comprised of fifteen irregular swatches 

of color arranged on a dark gray background. These swatches 

of color are each roughly square, and are arranged so that 

the emphasis of the composition is intended to occur in the 

center of the frame. It is a formal design, but it is also 

one in which there is enough irregularity to keep it from 

appearing cold and sterile to the interpreter. It is a frame 

intended to hold the attention of the interpreter while 

verbal amplification from the signal source, the teacher, 

occurs. 

Frame fifty, "Dark above light," is intended to demon-

strate the oppressive visual weight which may occur when a 

dark shade is placed above a lighter tint. Verbal amplifi-

cation from the signal source, the teacher, provides 

clarification and additional data to the interpreter. 

Script: Psychologists tell us that certain 
color combinations produce very strong emotional 
responses in some individuals. One such combina-
tion is to place a dark, visually heavy shade 
above a light, bright tint. People often feel 
oppressed when they are faced with such a combina-
tion. Dark above light is a combination that 
should be utilized with care. 

Gray above light is intended to produce a feeling of 

depression and claustrophobia. The horizontal line which 
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divides the dark shade from: the light tint is placed across 

a secondary golden proportion line. It is not technically 

feasible to use plain or pure white below the dark gray 

since the camera and film have difficulty in recording the 

degree of contrast involved; therefore, a light gray is 

utilized instead. 

Frame fifty-one, "The design principles," is presented 

to hold the attention of the interpreter and to focus that 

attention upon three areas while the signal source, the 

teacher, provides an introduction to the concept through 

verbal amplification. 

Script: In addition to the plastic elements, 
there are also a set of principles which assist 
in guiding the artist or designer. These prin-
ciples are: (1) balance, (2) emphasis, and 
(3) continuity. 

The design of this frame is asymmetrical and informal 

in structure. A yellow tint is used for the background and 

is contrasted with the shade of yellow-green utilized in the 

biomorphic shape on the right. Pom Casual and Craw Clarendon 

lettering in black contrasts strongly with the colors to 

produce a highly legible visual. 

Frame fifty-two, "Balance," is intended to provide a 

focus for the attention of the interpreter while the signal 

source, the teacher, defines and explains (amplifies) the 

concept. The defining a£ both symmetrical and asymmetrical 

balance is intended to act as an introduction to the concept 

of balance. 
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Script: The first of the art principles is 
Balance. Balance in a composition may be of two 
types. Formal, or symmetrical balance, occurs 
when the composition appears to be evenly divided 
with half the visual weight appearing on either 
side of the center division of the composition. 
If the visual weight of the composition is un-
equal between either side of the center of the 
composition, we call the design asymmetrical or 
informal. 

In this frame the concept of balance is defined in an 

informal or asymmetrical composition. The use of black 

lettering (Pom Casual for the heading and Futura Medium for 

the lesser text) against a black background is intended to 

simulate the appearance of chalk lettering on a chalkboard. 

Frame fifty-three, "Formal balance," is intended to 

graphically demonstrate to the interpreter the visualization 

of the concept. This frame is intended to focus the atten-

tion of the interpreter while amplification from the signal 

source, the teacher, provides additional data. 

Script: In a design, when each side of 
the composition appears to have a similar 
visual weight—evenly divided—we say that 
this is an example of formal, or symmetrical 
balance. 

This frame is designed with a formal arrangement of the 

design elements. The major structures of the design are 

separated in the frame by the rule of thirds. The frame is 

divided formally on both the horizontal and vertical dimen-

sions. The yellow rectangular shapes, the black line and 

triangle, and the black lettering alL contrast sharply with 

the light blue background. 
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Frame fifty-four, "Formal balance," is intended to 

provide the interpreter with an example of formal or 

symmetrical balance from an environment which is possibly 

familiar. Verbal amplification from the signal source, the 

teacher, is intended to explain and clarify the example. 

Script: Formal balance appears in many 
designs or compositions, but it seems to appear 
very often in architecture. Here is a drawing 
of the front view of a house. The front of 
this residence is extremely formal in design. 
The right side of the building has the same 
visual weight as the left side. Everything 
on either side is the same; however, in a 
formal design the sides do not have to be the-
same as long as they have the same visual weight. 

In keeping with the concept of formal design, this 

filmstrip frame is almost totally symmetrical in all respects. 

The red background was selected to contrast with the black 

and white drawing. However, in order to offset the visual 

weight of the color red, the white house was placed slightly 

below center in the filmstrip frame. 

Frame fifty-five, "Informal balance," is intended to 

graphically demonstrate to the interpreter the visualization 

of the concept. This frame is intended to focus the atten-

tion of the interpreter while verbal amplification from the 

signal source, the teacher, provides additional data. 

Script: In a design or composition, when 
one side of the arrangement appears to"have 
greater visual weight than the other, we say 
that the design has an asymmetrical or informal 
balance. 
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In this frame the emphasis is intended to be on the 

right side of the composition. This produces an informal 

balance. The large rectangle on the right side of the 

composition is positioned on the right, vertical golden pro-

portion line. The small circle on the left side is positioned 

on the left, vertical golden proportion line. The black 

lettering, black triangle and line, and the yellow circle 

and rectangle were selected with contrast in mind so that 

they would be readily legible. 

Frame fifty-six, "Informal balance," is intended to 

provide an architectural example from the possible environ-

ment of the interpreter. Hopefully, this will enable the 

interpreter to recognize examples of informal balance when 

they appear. The signal source, the teacher, provides 

verbal amplification upon the subject of formal balance. 

Script: Here is the same house with a 
wing and a fireplace added. Now it is an 
example of informal or asymmetrical balance. 
Notice how the composition is visually heavier 
on the right side of the arrangement of parts 
of the building than it is on the left side. 
This heavier weight on the right side is balanced 
by the length of the wing on the left side. 
Unequal weights in balance constitute informal, 
or asymmetrical, balance. 

In this frame the composition is intended to have the 

emphasis on the right side. The lower edge of the house is 

placed on the lower, horizontal golden proportion line. Red, 

white, and black have again been selected because of the 

contrast and legibility they produce. 
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Frame fifty-seven, "Emphasis," is a simple graphic 

which demonstrates the abstract concept of emphasis while 

at the same time it serves as an attention-holding device. 

Verbal amplification from the signal source, the teacher, 

accompanies the projection of this visual. 

Script: Emphasis is the second of the art 
principles. In every good composition something 
must be more important than the rest of the 
design. If this does not happen, the design 
may appear monotonous and uninteresting. In this 
frame, emphasis is produced by both placement 
and color. 

In this frame the design is strongly asymmetrical, or 

informal in structure. The horizontal line of circles is 

positioned slightly above the lower, horizontal golden 

proportion line. The vertical line of circles is positioned 

on the right, vertical golden proportion of the rectangle. 

The yellow-orange circle is intended to hold the eye, and 

Pom Casual lettering provides a title for the concept being 

presented to the interpreter. 

Frame fifty-eight, "Emphasis," is an abstract example 

presented to the interpreter to demonstrate the use of 

emphasis in a design. Verbal amplification from the signal 

source, the teacher, accompanies the projection of this 

frame. 

Script: This abstract design is arranged 
in an asymmetrical balance. The eye is drawn 
to the yellow ellipse, which has been placed 
inside the curving yellow-orange lines. The 
emphasis in this design is produced by the 
yellow ellipse. 
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This frame is informal in design.. The flowing Lines 

are intended to move across the frames in a rhythmic movement 

which is accented by the yellow ellipse which contrasts 

strongly with the red-orange background. The yellow-orange 

of the flowing lines, combined with the yellow ellipse, all 

combine to produce an analogous color scheme in high key. 

The yellow ellipse has been placed on the right, vertical 

golden division line. 

Frame fifty-nine, "Continuity," is intended to serve as 

a simple, attention-holding device. During the projection 

of this frame the signal source, the teacher, provides 

verbal amplification to the interpreter. 

Script: Continuity is the third of the 
art principles. It provides a feeling on the 
part of the viewer that all of the composition 
is intended to exist together. Without con-
tinuity in a design, the product is a number of 
separated pieces with no relationship between 
them. 

This frame is informal in design. The biomorphic shape 

on the left attracts attention to the beginning of the word 

"continuity." The black of the Pom Casual lettering is 

intended to contrast strongly with the blue of the background 

and the blue-green tint of the biomorphic shape. 

Frame sixty, "Continuity," is intended to serve as a 

device to provide visual reinforcement to a definition of 

Continuity as it is provided by the signal source, the 

teacher, to the interpreter. Additional data are given by 

the signal source to amplify the definition. The concept: of 
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continuity is a difficult one for the interpreter in most 

instances. 

Script: Continuity in a composition implies 
that there is harmony in that composition. Let's 
examine the definition of harmony. Harmony: 
combination or adaptation of parts, elements, or 
related things, so as to form a consistent and 
orderly whole. Harmony in a composition means 
that when the viewer examines the composition 
he has a definite feeling that all of the things 
in that composition belong together. They form 
an orderly whole. 

This frame is informal in structure. The Futura Medium 

lettering is used in italic form in order to separate the 

title line (in Craw Clarendon) and the text block. The pale 

blue tint of the background color is intended to provide 

easy legibility as it contrasts with the black lettering. 

Frame sixty-one, "Continuity," is intended to provide 

a further definition to the concept of continuity. The 

filmstrip frame is intended to provide visual reinforcement 

to the definition of the concept as it is given by the 

signal source, the teacher. Additional data are given by 

the signal source to amplify.the definition. 

Script: Not only is there harmony within 
the concept of Continuity, but there is also 
unity. This is another definition we need to 
examine. Unity: all component parts of a work 
of art are combined in such a way that the 
final result is a whole. There should be no 
extra parts or things seemingly left over when 
the composition or design is finished. Harmony 
in a composition means that all the parts work 
together. 

This frame, like the preceding frame, is also informal 

in structure and design. The same Futura Medium lettering: 
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in italic form is used in this frame also. The yellow-green 

of the background of this frame is more intense than the 

blue of the preceding frame. This variation in background 

color is intended to heighten the visual response level on 

the part of the interpreter. The black lettering in contrast 

with the yellow-green background should provide for easy 

legibility. 

Frame sixty-two, "Continuity," is a split frame contain-

ing four possible methods through which continuity is some-

times produced. These examples are shown to the interpreter 

while verbal amplification from the signal source, the 

teacher, presents additional data. 

Script: Continuity is often achieved 
through the use of four methods. These methods 
are: (1) similarities of shape in the design 
elements used in the composition, (2) similar-
ities of size in those elements, (3) proximity 
of those elements to one another, or (4) similar-
ity or relatedness of colors used in the composi-
tion. All of these elements serve to provide 
the eye with continuity in a composition. 

This frame is broken into a regular, formal design so 

that examples of ways of establishing continuity can be 

demonstrated. Black line drawings and Futura Medium letter-

ing are combined on a blue background to produce four 

schematic examples for the interpreter. Shape, size, and 

proximity are four of the most common elements utilized in 

producing continuity in a design. 

Frame sixty-three, "Review—Purposes of Visual Experience," 

is intended to present a review of the purposes of visuaJL 
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experience as they were presented to the interpreter by the 

signal source, the teacher. The presentation of this frame 

to the interpreter is intended to reinforce the concept of 

the purposes of visual experience as they were earlier pre-

sented by the signal source. 

Script: In reviewing this short introduc-
tion to the aspects of design, we remember the 
purposes of visual experience. These were: 
(1) form, (4) representation, and (3) expression. 
These are always the aims of each artist or 
designer each time he begins a piece of work. 

This frame is a repeat of frame three. The design 

structure of the frame has been previously, discussed. The 

direct repeat of this visual is intended to reinforce the 

relatedness and sequence of the concept of the purposes of 

visual experience. 

Frame sixty-four, "Review—The Plastic Elements," is 

intended to continue the review of this introduction to 

design. The material presented by the signal source, the 

teacher, is briefly reviewed for the interpreter. 

Script: The plastic elements, as I'm sure 
you remember, are conceptual tools. They are 
not things which exist by themselves, rather, 
they combine and work together to produce some-
thing greater than any single element can 
produce by itself. As you remember, the plastic 
elements were: (1) line, (2) shape-form, (3) 

space, (4) texture, and (5) color. 

This frame is a repeat of frame fifteen. The design 

structure of the frame has been previously discussed. The 

direct repeat of this visual is intended to reinforce the 

relatedness and sequence of the concept of the design, elements 

of line, shape-form, space, texture, and color. 
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Frame sixty-five, "Review—The Design Principles," Is 

the final review frame. This frame, like the two preceding 

frames, is intended to present review material to the inter-

preter. Key words are shown on the frame while verbal 

amplification from the signal source, the teacher, provides 

the thread of information which continues the review. In 

this frame, the design principles are re-presented to the 

interpreter as a means of organizing his thoughts. 

Script: The design principles are the final 
conceptual tools used by the artist or designer 
as he works. These principles are: (1) balance, 
(2) emphasis, and (3) continuity. We have now 
examined the very basics of design. As .we 
continue to work, we will discuss each of these 

• conceptual tools many times again. This presenta-
tion is merely a brief, and simplified, introduc-
tion to design. 

This frame is a repeat of frame fifty-one. The design 

structure of the frame has been previously discussed. The 

direct repeat of this visual is intended to reinforce the 

relatedness and sequence of the concept of the design prin-

ciples of balance, emphasis, and continuity. 

Frame sixty-six, "Credits," exists as a technical 

requirement only. However, the repeating of the title 

serves as a brief summarization of the material as it ends 

the sequence of filmstrip frames. It is also possible that 

the origin of the filmstrip may be of interest to the inter-

preter; however, it is more likely tliat such origin would 

be of more interest to another teacher than it would be to 

the student who is the intended interpreter. 
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This frame exists only as a technical and legal require-

ment. It should, however, show the same degree of planning 

that the preceding frames have possessed. The yellow back-

ground tint is intended to leave the interpreter with a 

psychological uplift. The black alphabets are compatible 

and combine agreeably in an informal composition. This 

frame is usually given only the briefest exposure as the 

projector is switched off, but it will usually be the last 

frame of the filmstrip seen by the interpreter, and the 

final feeling about the visual experience may possibly be 

keyed from this frame. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EVALUATION OF THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS AS RELATED 

TO THE SPECIFICALLY PREPARED FILMSTRIP 

Summary 

During the examination of communication models, the 

complexity of the communication process became increasingly 

evident. The types of communications models available for 

examination had the characteristic in common of being struc-

tured for verbal or written communication rather than for 

visual communication. It was this lack that prompted the 

design of the communication model which appeared in Chapter 

III as Figure 18. 

Often the failure of the teaching attempt on the part 

of one individual occurred because of the breakdown of the 

communication act. Fabun (1, p. 4) said, " . . . Perhaps we 

will find that when communication fails, it is not we who 

are at fault, but that some part of the process has broken 

down." It would appear that a process most often breaks 

down when it is not understood. The person who has attempted 

to communicate a message is considered to be a signal source 

or the originator of the message-signal. It is necessary 

for the signal-source to understand the communication process 

in order to function at optimum performance. 
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Before a designer could produce a coherent communica-

tion, it was first necessary for him to establish the life 

space in which he was to function. This life space, in 

short, controlled the structure of the total intent of the 

message. Fabun (1, p. 5) described the position in which 

the signal source, the teacher, found himself at. the onset 

of the communication process. 

Instead of thinking of yourself as a "thing" 
in a world of "things" you might try to think of 
yourself as a whole lot of activities going on 
near some point in space and at this moment in 
time. At this "somewhere/somewhen" you are 
immersed in a great ocean of other happenings. 
The interactions between the "happening" that 
is you and the "happenings" that are not you, 
are the raw, basic stuff we try to communicate 
about. When you talk or write about something, 
what you are describing is those interactions 
that happened inside of you—not just what 
happened outside of you. 

Because it was difficult for the signal source to deter-

mine all of those "happenings" which were occurring during 

the transmission of his message, it became vital that the 

message itself be examined carefully in an attempt to deter-

mine whether it did contain the meaning which the signal 

source intended. The examination of the meaning of the 

filmstrip message was facilitated through the use of the 

"Evaluation Form for Examining a Filmstrip" which appeared 

as Figure 22. 

This form was intended to enable the signal source to 

examine the intended message. This form enabled the film-

strip to be examined in terms of the life space of both the 
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signal source and the interpreter and, when placed into the 

interpreter model (Figure 18) would appear as an area which 

overlapped the encode-decode position occurring between 

signal source and interpreter. 

The evaluation form was then used to examine the mean-

ing meant by the signal source at the same time that it was 

used to examine the message's apparent meaning to the inter-

preter as he received the message. Such evaluation was 

operating upon two levels simultaneously. The first of 

these levels was the message contained in or with the 

delivery of each individual filmstrip frame and its accompany-

ing verbal amplification. The second level was the total or 

complete effect of the entire message as it was received. 

To the interpreter, the total message was the product of the 

increase of experiences to which he was exposed, _i.e. , the 

total number of filmstrip frames. 

Since the entire filmstrip was intended to have con-

tinuity, the intent of the signal source was that each 

individual frame would provide either an attention-getting 

or attention-holding experience. Without one or the other 

of these experiences the total message would suffer in its 

decoding by the interpreter since he would obviously experi-

ence difficulty in the final integration of the message if 

parts of the message were missing. Parts would be missing 

if the interpreter's attention was lost during parts of the 

transmission of the message. 
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In the sample filmstrip which appeared in Chapter III, 

the Class II goal appeared as the primary goal since the 

amount of data presented would appear excessive for retention 

from a filmstrip only slightly over twenty minutes in length. 

The specifically prepared filmstrip was intended by the 

signal source to act as an introduction to the concept of 

the components of design as design appears in the field of 

art. 

Each frame of the specifically prepared filmstrip was 

designed on a planningcard so that the frame could be 

evaluated in terms of the characteristics itemized in areas 

C through E on the filmstrip evaluation form. Such evalua-

tion was, of course, subjective in nature. But, by deter-

mining the intent of the signal source's message for each 

filmstrip frame as it was designed and produced enabled the 

signal source to give greater care in the selection and 

preparation of material. This greater care enabled each 

filmstrip frame to more nearly produce the same meaning 

after the message was both encoded and decoded. 

Recommendat ions 

Recommendations related to this study are of two types. 

These are (1) general, which include basic admonitions to 

potential filmstrip designers, and (2) specific, which 

indicate suggested studies which could enlarge upon the 

material previously developed. 
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General Recommendations 

The general recommendations resulting from this study 

and the design of the specifically prepared filmstrip are 

1. That all potential designers or users of filmstrips 

should attempt to have a strong understanding of the process 

involved in visual perception. 

2. That all potential designers and users of filmstrips 

should attempt to have a strong understanding of the process 

involved in communication attempts. 

3. That potential filmstrip designers utilize an 

evaluation form for checking the total intent of the message 

for each filmstrip. This should be done for each individual 

frame as well as for the total filmstrip. 

4. That designers of visuals or filmstrip frames 

utilize the large number of helpful publications available 

from Eastman Kodak Company for assisting in the preparation 

of these visuals. 

Specific Recommendations 

The specific recommendations for future studies that 

have resulted from this study are categorized into three 

areas. These three areas are 

1. The need for developing a means of evaluating the 

success of the teaching of a basic concept through the 

specifically prepared filmstrip. 
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2. The need for further refinement of the "Evaluation 

Form for Examining a Filmstrip." 

3. The need for further study into the structure of 

effective teaching visuals as related to visual perception 

and learning theories. 

Examination of each of these specific areas produces a 

series of related or sub-recommendations. Amplification of 

each of these three categories produces the following 

specific sub-recommendations. 

Area 1 indicated the need for a further study- which 

would allow the comparison of the effectiveness of the 

specifically prepared filmstrip with a commercial filmstrip 

which had a similar intent. Such comparison would involve 

an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of concept develop-

ment in design at a very basic level. The previously 

mentioned evaluation form which has been developed would be 

utilized. However, the use of such a form by itself would 

be considered inadequate. There is a strong need for the 

development of tests or checklists intended to deal with 

creativity in basic design to be used prior to and following 

the exposure of the interpreter to either the specifically 

designed filmstrip or to a commercial filmstrip. 

Area 2 indicated the thought that further study in 

relation to learning theory and visual perception would 

produce an even more useful checklist. It was felt that 

area E, Design Considerations, cm the"Evaluation Form for 
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Examining a Filmstrip," was inadequate when the form was 

utilized by an individual who did not possess an art-oriented 

background. 

Further study should be initiated in which this form 

is utilized in a number of situations by various signal 

sources and interpreters. Such use would allow the comparison 

of message intent as seen by the signal sources and inter-

preters with the actual material learned by the interpreters 

as it is determined by an evaluation form developed under 

area 1 as already mentioned. Such comparison would indicate 

any variations in the intent of the message as seen by the 

signal sources and interpreters. Comparison of intent and 

actually-learned material would indicate in what areas the 

"Evaluation Form for Examining a Filmstrip" would be in-

adequate . 

Area 3 indicated the need for further study related to 

the model of perception theory as it is related to communica-

tion and filmstrip design. Such study would involve four 

questions. These are 

1. Is color actually an advantage to the learning 

process (in areas not specifically related to the concept of 

color), or is it an unnecessary expense? 

2. Does the position of the placement of text, caption, 

or script within the filmstrip frame have an effect- upon the 

effectiveness of the learning process? 
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3. Does the sex of the narrator who produces the 

verbal amplification accompanying the filmstrip have an 

effect upon the learning process? 

4. Would the addition of a musical background to the 

narration add to the learning process, or would it be an 

unwarranted expense? 
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